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1 INTRODUCTION

This report describes the methods used in the second National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles (Natsal II), which was carried out between 1999 and 2001 by a collaborative research team from three organisations:

**National Centre for Social Research (NatCen):** Bob Erens, Julia Field, Sally McManus, Christos Korovessis, Susan Purdon

**Royal Free and University College Medical School (UCL):** Anne Johnson, Kevin Fenton, Andrew Copas, Catherine Mercer, Angela McCadden, Caroline Carder, Geoff Ridgway

**London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM):** Kaye Wellings, Wendy Macdowall, Kiran Nanchahal

Natsal II was very closely modelled on the first National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles (Natsal I), carried out by the same team of investigators, in 1990/91. The first ever nationally representative survey of sexual behaviour in Britain, Natsal I involved interviews with nearly 19,000 adults aged between 16 and 59 using a combination of face-to-face interview and pencil-and-paper self-completion questionnaire. The detailed methodology and response have been reported on in a number of academic papers and books.¹

The Natsal I data have been extensively used throughout the 1990s by academics and policy-makers – for example, to estimate the prevalence and distribution of high risk behaviours for HIV and sexually transmitted disease in the population and to help plan the provision of sexual health services.² However, towards the end of the decade it was becoming increasingly clear that the Natsal I results were becoming out-dated, and that repeat measures were needed not only to provide up-to-date information for estimating the likely extent of the HIV epidemic in Britain, but also to look at behaviour change over time and to include new questions to take account of current information needs in the field of sexual health.³

The main objectives of Natsal II were to:
- provide a detailed understanding of patterns of sexual behaviour in Britain (including, for example, numbers of sexual partners, frequency of different sexual practices, and homosexual experience)
- provide data for HIV/AIDS projections in Britain
- assess whether there have been changes in behaviour since Natsal I
- measure the prevalence of *Chlamydia trachomatis* infection from urine samples.

Given the importance of making comparisons with Natsal I data, Natsal II was largely a repeat of the earlier 1990 survey. However, it was also recognised that a number of methodological developments in survey research in the intervening period could lead to improvements in the data collection process for Natsal II. In particular, the use of computer assisted personal interview (CAPI) and computer assisted self-interview (CASI) techniques had the potential to improve on response rates and data quality, as well as maximise the disclosure of sensitive behaviours.⁴
Along with the changes in methodology, there were a number of other differences between Natsal I and Natsal II:

- Natsal II covered a younger age group (ages 16-44) than did Natsal I (ages 16-59) in order to focus survey resources on an age group at greater risk
- the sample was designed to over-sample people living in the greater London area
- a boost sample of people from four ethnic minority groups – Black Caribbean, Black African, Indian and Pakistani – was included
- new question modules were introduced on, for example, partnership formation, sexual mixing abroad, preferred sources of contraception and advice, history of sexually transmitted infections and sexual dysfunction
- a urine specimen was collected to test for *Chlamydia trachomatis*.

Even though it was designed to be largely a repeat of the 1990 survey (which had been preceded by a two year development and pilot phase), there was considerable development work carried out for Natsal II, which focused on the introduction of computerised interviewing and self-interviewing techniques. In winter 1997, a methodological experiment was carried out involving a split-run sample, with half of the sample being given a CASI questionnaire to complete and the other half using pen-and-paper self-completion. The aim was to test: the feasibility of the use of CASI among the general population; whether CASI would lead to improved data quality; and whether the difference in mode of data collection would be likely to affect reports of sexual behaviour. The results of this experiment are reported on elsewhere.

There have been many changes in Britain over the past decade, both in people’s awareness of sexual health issues such as HIV, as well as in their attitudes towards sexual practices and lifestyles. Natsal II was designed to examine these changes and to provide up-to-date estimates of sexual behaviour in Britain. This report describes the methods used for Natsal II and deals with sampling, data collection, response and data processing. Analysis of the data, including the survey results, is being carried out by members of the research team and will be reported on in academic journals. The first three papers are due for publication in *The Lancet* in December 2001.
2 SAMPLING

2.1 Summary of the sample design for Natsal II

Natsal II aimed to interview a representative sample of men and women aged 16-44 living in private households in Britain. Given the increasing interest in understanding and reducing inequalities in health (including sexual health), and the relatively small proportion of ethnic minority respondents included in national general population surveys, Natsal II also included a boost sample of black and Asian adults. The target number of achieved interviews was 12,000 from the ‘core’ general population sample, and a further 735 black and Asian adults from the ethnic minority ‘boost’ sample.

The core and boost samples were independently designed. The general population sample involved a multi-stage stratified probability design, with postcode sectors selected as the primary sampling units (PSUs), addresses within them were selected at the second stage, and finally one eligible adult was randomly selected at the final stage. In all, 39,828 addresses were selected from the small user Postcode Address File (PAF). Addresses in greater London were over-sampled. The reason for over-sampling within London was that Natsal I showed that the prevalence of many HIV risk behaviours (such as homosexual contact and injecting drug use) was higher in London than elsewhere in Britain, yet still comparatively rare; thus, a more efficient strategy, which involved over-sampling residents in greater London, was designed in order to provide more precise estimates of the prevalence of risky sexual behaviours and to increase numbers within those groups most at risk of HIV.

Among a random half of the general population sample points, respondents were asked to provide a urine specimen in order to test for *Chlamydia trachomatis*.

The second sample, for the ethnic minority boost, was also multi-stage, and involved an initial selection of 15,000 addresses from PAF. They were all ‘screened’ in order to determine whether they contained residents from the target ethnic minority groups, using a combination of full screening and focused enumeration (see section 2.3.1). These addresses were not eligible for the survey unless they contained at least one adult aged 16-44 from the following ethnic minority groups: Black African, Black Caribbean, Indian and Pakistani. These groups were selected for inclusion in the ethnic minority boost both because they are sufficiently prevalent to be screened for cost effectively and because they are of public health concern with regard to sexual health epidemiology. Addresses for the sample for boosting ethnic minority groups were selected completely independently from the general population sample.

The sample design for Natsal II is described more fully below. Section 2.2 describes the core general population sample design. Section 2.3 describes the sample design for boosting ethnic minority respondents.
2.2 The general population sample

2.2.1 Selection of primary sampling units (PSUs) for the general population sample

For the core general population sample 466 postcode sectors were selected as PSUs. Postal sectors with fewer than 1,000 PAF ‘delivery points’ (addresses) were first combined with neighbouring sectors so as to avoid any tight clustering of sampled addresses.

Before selection, postcode sectors were stratified in order to maximise precision of the sample. They were first sorted into 11 standard regions, with a further distinction being made between inner and outer London. Within each of these 12 regions, they were then listed in increasing order of population density to create three roughly equal sized bands. Next, within each of these 36 region/density bands, they were listed in increasing order of the proportion of population aged under 30, and again divided into three roughly equal sized bands, giving a total of 108 region/density/age bands. Lastly, within these bands, they were listed in increasing order of the proportion of households with a head of household in a non-manual occupation (Socio-Economic Groups 1-6, 13). The data used to create these strata were taken from the 1991 Census of Population.

466 sectors were then selected systematically, with each postcode sector being given a probability of selection proportional to its total number of delivery points. Three different sampling fractions were used – for inner London, outer London and the rest of Britain – so that addresses in inner and outer London were over-represented in the final sample (by about 3.5 and 1.8 times respectively). The final sample was weighted to take account of the over-sampling of London addresses (see section 5.4.1). The total numbers of PSUs selected were 64 in inner London, 50 in outer London, and 352 in the rest of Britain.

2.2.2 Sampling delivery points (addresses) for the general population sample

84 delivery points (addresses) were systematically selected from each PSU, except for PSUs in inner and outer London where 90 delivery points were selected (this higher number was selected because surveys generally obtain a higher proportion of non-residential addresses and a lower response rate in London). The total selected sample was 39,828 addresses. In a random half of the delivery points selected within each PSU, respondents were asked to provide urine samples to test for Chlamydia trachomatis.

When visited by interviewers, 10% of the selected addresses were found to contain no private households. Examples include businesses and institutions, vacant properties, demolished addresses and those still in the process of being built. These addresses were counted as ineligible and were excluded from the survey sample.

A small proportion of addresses on PAF contain more than one household. Interviewers were instructed to include in the sample all households at addresses with one, two or three households. In the event of an address containing more than three households, the interviewer was given a special procedure to follow, using random selection digits provided. This procedure resulted in a random selection of three households from among all households at an address. The three selected households were included in the survey sample, and the others were omitted. The final sample was weighted to take account of the omitted households (see section 5.4.1). Altogether, an extra 695 households were included in the sample at multi-household addresses, giving a total of 40,523 sampled households.
2.2.3 Sampling individuals within addresses for the general population sample

At each residential address, interviewers listed all adults aged 16-44. Addresses without any residents in that age range were ineligible for the survey: 44% of selected addresses were excluded for this reason. At addresses where there was more than one person aged 16-44, one was randomly selected using a Kish grid technique. The application of weights is required to compensate for this sub-selection of eligible adults (see section 5.4.1).

2.3 The ethnic minority boost sample

2.3.1 Selection of primary sampling units (PSUs) for the ethnic minority boost sample

For the independently selected sample for boosting ethnic minority groups, an additional 150 postcode sectors were selected as the primary sampling units. As for the general population sample, postal sectors with fewer than 1,000 delivery points were combined with adjacent sectors to avoid too tight a clustering of sampled addresses.

Before this stage of selection, all postcode sectors in Britain were assigned to one of three strata (A to C) based on the proportion of residents (using data from the 1991 Census of Population) in the sector who were Black African, Black Caribbean, Indian or Pakistani. The strata were defined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratum</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>postcode sectors where more than 12% of the resident population were Black African, Black Caribbean, Indian or Pakistani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>not in stratum A, but where at least 6% of the resident population were Black African, Black Caribbean, Indian or Pakistani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>all other postcode sectors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within each of the three strata, the postcode sectors were sorted into region/density/age bands in a similar way to that described for selecting the PSUs for the general population sample (see section 2.2.1). Then, 150 sectors were selected systematically, with each postcode sector being given a probability of selection proportional to its total number of delivery points. The number of sectors selected for the boost sample varied by stratum, with 72 sectors selected in stratum A and 78 sectors in stratum B. Stratum C was not sampled. The final sample was weighted to take account of this variation in selection probabilities by stratum (see section 5.4.2). (As ethnic minority respondents living in stratum C were eligible for inclusion in the core general population sample, the combined sample of core plus boost is fully representative of these four ethnic minority groups.)

In postcode sectors in stratum A, a full screening operation was carried out. Interviewers were issued with a sample of 100 addresses and required to contact each address to determine whether there were any residents eligible for inclusion in the survey.

In sectors in stratum B, which have a lower density of residents from the relevant ethnic minority groups, the screening technique of ‘focused enumeration’ was used. In areas where there are relatively few ethnic minority residents, this technique provides a cost-effective way of screening a large number of addresses. Focused enumeration makes use of local knowledge by asking neighbours to identify members of ethnic minority groups living at
directly adjacent addresses. For Natsal II, interviewers working in postcode sectors in stratum B were issued with a sample of 20 addresses, and they screened for eligibility at the sampled address as well as determining (by asking at the sampled address) whether any potentially eligible persons lived at the two addresses either side of the sampled address. Thus, up to five addresses are covered by each sampled address. If any of the adjacent addresses was thought to include residents of the relevant ethnic minority groups (or there was any uncertainty as to whether they did), the interviewer made a personal visit to the relevant address to carry out the screening interview.

In theory, this procedure (of covering two addresses on either side) should increase the number of eligible respondents by a factor of five, but in practice the increase is lower for a number of reasons: although the technique has been shown to work well, there is inevitably some under-enumeration of the relevant ethnic minority groups; in a few cases, there are no adjacent addresses; and response tends to be lower at the adjacent addresses than at the main address.

The sample design aimed to obtain a minimum number of respondents within each of the four ethnic minority groups, while keeping the total number of respondents per group approximately the same. In order to achieve this, the higher prevalence groups, Black Caribbean and Indian, were not screened in a proportion of sample points in stratum A. Thus for screening purposes, the sampled sectors were grouped into three ‘sample types’ which determined for each sector both the ethnic minority groups that were being screened and the method of screening addresses. The three sample types were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample type</th>
<th>Screening procedure and eligible ethnic minority groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>full screen for Black African, Black Caribbean, Indian and Pakistani (18 sectors in stratum A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>full screen for Black African and Pakistani only (54 sectors in stratum A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>screen for Black African, Black Caribbean, Indian and Pakistani at sampled address, and focused enumeration for these groups at two addresses on either side (all 78 sectors in stratum B).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By chance, three postcode sectors were selected for both the general population and the boost samples. The addresses selected within these were cross-checked in case of any sample overlap.

**2.3.2 Sampling delivery points (addresses) for the ethnic minority boost sample**

In stratum A, 100 addresses were selected per sector, giving a total of 7,200 stratum A addresses. One-quarter of these were sample type 1 and three-quarters were type 2. In stratum B, 20 addresses were selected within each sector (and all were sample type 3). The total number of sampled addresses in stratum B was 1,560. All the sampled addresses were fully screened, and a further 6,240 adjacent addresses were to be approached by focused enumeration. Thus, a total of 15,000 addresses were covered by the screening exercise.

As in the general population sample, at addresses with more than one household, all households up to a maximum of three were included; if there were more than three households, the interviewer randomly selected three for inclusion in the sample. The sample was weighted to take account of the omitted households (see section 5.4.2). An extra 41 households were included in the sample at multi-household addresses.
The test for *Chlamydia trachomatis* in urine samples was not carried out with respondents in the ethnic minority boost sample.

### 2.3.3 Sampling individuals within addresses for the ethnic minority boost sample

At each ‘screened in’ address – that is, an address which contained one or more residents from one of the ethnic minority groups eligible in that point - interviewers listed the ethnic minority adults aged 16-44. Addresses without any ethnic minority residents in that age range were ineligible for the survey. At addresses where there was more than one ethnic minority resident aged 16-44, one was randomly selected using a Kish grid technique. As for the general population sample, the application of weights is needed to compensate for this sub-selection of eligible ethnic minority adults (see section 5.4.2).

### 2.3.4 Ethnic minority groups in the general population sample

In addition to those identified in the boost sample, a number of residents from the eligible ethnic minority groups were interviewed as part of the core sample. To obtain the total ethnic minority group sample for Natsal II, respondents from eligible groups who were identified in the general population sample were included with those from the boost sample. As mentioned above, postcode sectors in stratum C were excluded from the boost sample. All of these sample points were however included in the general population sampling frame, so that the combined sample of respondents (from both the core and the boost samples) could be weighted to be fully representative of the target ethnic minority groups in Britain.
3 DATA COLLECTION

3.1 The questionnaire

3.1.1 Designing the questionnaire

The Natsal II questionnaire was largely the same as the questionnaire used for Natsal I. A full description of the development phase of the Natsal I questionnaire has previously been published, covering issues such as question wording, terminology, confidentiality, reliability, validity, etc, as well as the feasibility and piloting work that preceded the main stage of the 1990 survey.8

While the Natsal I questionnaire served as the starting point, several changes were introduced in the Natsal II questionnaire. Some new questions were added both in order to fill gaps that were not covered in the earlier survey as well as to address new interests arising from the research team’s consultation with other interested researchers. New questions were added on: the number of new sexual partners in the last year; use of condoms in short-term and long-term relationships; sexual partnerships outside the UK and/or with visitors to the UK; previous diagnoses of sexually transmitted diseases; sexual dysfunction; and use of family planning/contraception services. These additions meant that some items from the original Natsal I questionnaire had to be dropped to keep the interview to a reasonable length; the questions excluded from Natsal II were those considered to be the least important for obtaining updated estimates since the 1990 survey.

The questionnaire used for the ethnic minority boost sample was the same as that for the general population sample, with a few additional questions on country of origin and languages spoken.

As in the 1990 survey, the interview format for Natsal II involved a combination of face-to-face and self-completion elements. The face-to-face interview included questions on general health, learning about sex, first sexual experience, attitudes to HIV and different types of personal relationships, and socio-demographic details including cohabitation history. The most sensitive questions were put in the self-completion questionnaire, which covered: experience of different types of sexual practices (vaginal, oral and anal intercourse); sex in the last 4 weeks and condom use; number of partners in different time periods (lifetime, 5 years, 1 year, 3 months); homosexual experience (types of sexual practices, sex in the last 4 weeks, number of partners in different time periods); details of most recent partners; having sex with people from other countries, either in the UK or while abroad; STD diagnoses and clinic attendance; infertility; abortion; paying for sex; and sexual dysfunction.

The mode of interview was changed, however, from a pen and paper survey in 1990 to the use of computer-assisted personal interview (CAPI) and computer-assisted self interview (CASI) techniques in Natsal II.

The CAPI and CASI questionnaires, including the new questions designed for Natsal II, underwent thorough development work beginning in 1997.
3.1.2 The 1997 feasibility study

After some small scale piloting, including cognitive interviewing, to test the new questions being added to Natsal II, a feasibility study of over 900 respondents was carried out in winter 1997. The main aims of this development work were to:

- develop and pilot CAPI and CASI questionnaires on sexual behaviour
- test the feasibility of using CASI for Natsal II by carrying out a randomised experiment which would compare results obtained from respondents using CASI with results from respondents using a standard pen and paper self-completion questionnaire; this experiment examined the effect of CASI on response, data quality, and disclosure of sensitive behaviours
- test the impact of using an advance letter on response rates, by carrying out a randomised split sample experiment where half the sampled addresses were sent a letter in advance of face-to-face contact, and in the other half of addresses a letter was given to the selected respondent by the interviewer on the doorstep
- test on a small scale the feasibility and potential benefits of using audio-CASI (where respondents listen to questions being read out to them through headphones, and they key their responses into a computer)
- assess the feasibility of collecting urine samples to test for Chlamydia trachomatis
- explore the experience of using CASI by carrying out follow-up depth interviews with a sub-sample of respondents.

The design and results of the 1997 feasibility study have been reported on elsewhere. The results of the feasibility work formed the basis of the application for funding the main stage of Natsal II.

3.1.3 Final piloting for Natsal II main fieldwork

Before starting the main stage of fieldwork, there was a final stage of piloting to test the final CAPI and CASI questionnaire programs, overall interview length, and the revised methods for obtaining urine samples and delivering them to the analysis laboratory. This pilot was carried out in March 1999, and involved interviews with a quota sample of 59 respondents in their own homes, and partial (i.e., CASI module only) interviews with an additional sample of 35 men and women at GUM clinics in London (which specifically aimed to test the new questionnaire modules on sexually transmitted diseases and sexual dysfunction).

3.1.4 The Natsal II questionnaire and field documents

The Natsal II interview began and ended with face-to-face interviewing, with the self-completion component coming in the middle of the interview. The questionnaire comprised five sections, as follows:

- health, family and learning about sex
- first sexual experiences, use of contraception and sexual lifestyle
- the self-completion questionnaire, covering the most sensitive questions on sexual behaviour: number of partners, sexual practices, sexual health, etc.
- attitudes towards sexual behaviour
- socio-demographic questions.
Health, family and learning about sex

The Natsal II interview began with neutral questions to allow time for good rapport to develop between respondent and interviewer. The first CAPI component asked about the respondent’s general health, height, weight, smoking and drinking behaviour. It then moved on to family background, and having children of their own. The section ended with questions on learning about sex when growing up.

First sexual experiences, use of contraception and sexual lifestyle

The questionnaire then asked about memories of the respondent’s first sexual experience, including age at first heterosexual intercourse. These questions were generally asked face-to-face. However, if interviewers felt that respondents might be inhibited from answering the questions (e.g., because of potentially being overheard by a third party), they had the option to give respondents a short paper self-completion form which contained the questions on first heterosexual intercourse. This was done in 2% of interviews.

This section then asked about types of contraception used (ever and in the last year) and use of family planning services. It ended with questions on sexual lifestyle, in the form of opposite-sex and same-sex attraction and experience scales.

The self-completion questionnaire

The most sensitive questions on sexual behaviour were asked in a self-completion questionnaire to reassure respondents of confidentiality and prevent embarrassment. Answers to the questions on early sexual experience determined whether respondents were given this questionnaire. The self-completion module was not given to respondents who said in the earlier section that they had never had any heterosexual or homosexual experience, or to those aged 16-17 who had no experience of heterosexual intercourse.

The self-completion questionnaire was to be completed by the respondent directly on the laptop computer. Respondents who refused CASI (computer assisted self-interview) were offered the option of a paper version of the questionnaire (there were separate versions for men and women). Respondents with literacy or eyesight problems (or who had difficulty reading English because it was not their first language) were asked whether they were willing to have the questions in the self-completion module read out to them by the interviewer.

The vast majority of respondents who opted for CASI were taken through a few simple practice questions by the interviewer to demonstrate how to use the laptop. They were asked to follow the instructions on the laptop screen and to enter their answers appropriately.

At the beginning of the self-completion questionnaire, a number of key terms were defined in order to ensure respondents interpreted questions in the same way. For example, many heterosexual respondents interpret the term ‘having sex’ or ‘sexual intercourse’ to refer only to vaginal intercourse. For the survey, however, ‘sexual intercourse’ was defined to include vaginal, oral and anal sexual intercourse. Interviewers emphasised that respondents must read these definitions before answering the self-completion module. If necessary, respondents could refer to these definitions again at relevant questions by pressing a key on the laptop which brought the definitions up on screen.
The module itself then began with questions on heterosexual practices (e.g., when last had vaginal, oral and anal intercourse), followed by similar questions on homosexual practices. The next section covered number of heterosexual and homosexual partners within different time periods (lifetime, last 5 years, year, and 3 months). The following set of questions covered having sex with people from other countries, either while travelling abroad or in the UK. Next, the three most recent sexual partners (in the last 5 years) were asked about in detail (first and last occasions of sex, where met, etc). Men were then asked about paying for sex, while women were asked about miscarriage and abortion. There then followed a series of questions on infertility, sexually transmitted diseases and sexual dysfunction. There were also questions on HIV testing and injecting drug use.

At the end of the CASI questionnaire, as a means of reassuring respondents of the confidentiality of their replies, their answers were ‘locked’ in the computer so that neither the respondent nor the interviewer could access the self-completion module once it had been finished. Respondents completing a paper booklet placed it in a sealed envelope containing only a serial number as a means of identification.

The CASI and paper self-completion questionnaires were similar, but not identical. Full advantage was taken of CASI to include much more complex filtering than is practical in a paper self-completion booklet, and so a number of questions could be included in CASI but not in the paper booklet. Another important difference is that CASI allows for consistency checks to be built-in to the programme. For example, when asking respondents for the number of sexual partners they had in the last year, the programme checks that the number keyed in is not greater than the number of partners they said they had in the last 5 years. When this did happen, the CASI programme would prompt the respondent to check that they had correctly keyed in their answers to the questions which were inconsistent. Respondents could then change their response to one of the questions or they could elect to leave their responses so the apparent inconsistency would be retained. As this type of check is not possible with a paper self-completion, the data obtained from CASI is generally of better quality than that from the paper booklets.

As well as the possibility of building in consistency checks, there are a number of other reasons why CASI tends to result in better quality data than paper self-completion booklets (e.g., respondents cannot accidentally skip questions in CASI and range checks prevent out-of-range numeric values). The extent of the improvement in the data was demonstrated by the feasibility study which compared CASI and paper self-completion methods (see section 3.1.2).

In case a respondent needed help with the laptop or with understanding the questions, interviewers stayed in the room with respondents while they answered the self-completion questionnaire. At the end of this module, interviewers recorded whether they gave any assistance: help or advice was given to 18% of respondents in the general population sample and 32% in the ethnic minority boost sample.

**Attitudes towards sexual behaviour**

At the end of the self-completion component, the interview reverted to face-to-face CAPI with a module of questions on attitudes to marriage and sexual relationships (e.g., views on sex before marriage, outside of marriage, homosexuality). These questions were deliberately asked after the questions on sexual behaviour so that respondents could report their own
behaviour before being asked to make moral judgements on different types of sexual relationships.

The module also asked respondents to judge how much they thought people with different sexual lifestyles and from different countries were at risk of HIV and AIDS.

**Socio-demographic questions**

The final part of the interview collected demographic information, including marriage and cohabitation details, economic status, occupation, education, religious and ethnic identity, and country of birth.

As can be seen from the above description, although the most sensitive questions were asked in the self-completion component, the face-to-face part of the interview also contained some personal questions, in particular those about sexual attraction and first sexual experiences. This was done partly to compare answers given in the face-to-face component with those given in the self-completion, but mainly to determine who was eligible for the self-completion module. The more sensitive questions which were asked face-to-face made use of show cards (included in Appendix A) to help preserve confidentiality (in case there was any chance of being overheard by other household members). It also meant that at no point in the interview did respondents have to verbalise any sexually explicit terms. There were separate versions of the show cards for men and women.

The CAPI and CASI questionnaires are fully documented in Appendix A, along with the other Field Documents.

### 3.1.5 Translating the questionnaire for the ethnic minority boost sample

For the ethnic minority boost sample, survey materials and the questionnaire were translated into Punjabi and Urdu. Interviewers who could speak and read these languages (as well as English) were recruited and trained in the survey procedures. Other people in the household were never used as interpreters for respondents who could not speak English sufficiently well to be interviewed in English. The procedure was to allocate an interviewer who could speak the appropriate language to a non-English speaking respondent, so that the interview could be conducted in the person’s own language.

Although the translation was read out by the interviewer from a paper document, the interviewer keyed responses directly onto the laptop. Respondents who wanted a translated self-completion questionnaire were given a pen and paper version to complete.

### 3.2 Fieldwork procedures

#### 3.2.1 Organisation of fieldwork

**General population sample**

As described in section 2.2, there were 466 postcode sectors selected as the PSUs, and then either 90 (in London) or 84 (rest of Britain) addresses were selected within each. Each of the sectors was divided in two, giving 932 ‘sample points’ to be issued at different times of the
year. Fieldwork was issued in four batches, with each batch containing 233 sample points. Thus, each postcode sector was divided in half, with one half issued in batch 1 and the other half in batch 3, or with one half issued in batch 2 and the other half in batch 4.

The first batch of addresses was issued in May 1999, the second in August 1999, the third in November 1999, and the final batch in March 2000. Fieldwork was originally planned to last about one year, but took longer because of the importance of obtaining the best possible response rate (which was more difficult than in Natsal I because of the over-sampling of addresses in London where response tends to be lower). After twelve months, 78% of the interviews had been completed, and 96% by eighteen months. The last four months of fieldwork (November 2000 to February 2001) were needed to complete the final 4% of interviews, which largely consisted of re-issuing previously unproductive addresses in order to improve the final response rate (see section 4.1).

**Ethnic minority boost sample**

The ethnic minority boost sample consisted of 150 PSUs, each covering 100 addresses (see section 2.3). Since only a small proportion of addresses was anticipated to contain an eligible resident, screening and interviewing were conducted as separate field tasks to improve efficiency.

The screening work was carried out by specially trained screeners usually working in pairs or small teams, headed by a supervisor. The screeners’ task was simply to establish the eligibility of selected addresses. Screening began in November 2000 and was completed in March 2001. Beginning in December 2000, interviewing followed soon after the screening within each PSU. While most fieldwork was completed by May 2001, respondents who required an interviewer to work in translation took longer to cover so that fieldwork was not entirely complete until August 2001.

**3.2.2 Introductory letters**

**General population sample**

Every address sampled for the general population sample was sent an advance letter which briefly introduced the survey and stated that an interviewer would be calling to seek permission to the interview. This procedure was not followed in Natsal I, because of worries that it might increase households opting out of the survey before an interviewer could contact an address and select a person at random. However, the 1997 feasibility work, which involved a split run experiment whereby only half of the sampled addresses were sent an advance letter, showed that the letter had no effect (positive or negative) on response rates. Advance letters are now standard practice on the majority of NatCen surveys, and interviewers are used to, and prefer, the use of these letters. Even though a proportion of households would be screened out as ineligible, it was decided to send advance letters to all addresses.

**Ethnic minority boost sample**

Due to the small proportion of addresses in the ethnic minority boost sample likely to contain an eligible resident, letters were not mailed out in advance of screener or interviewer contact. Instead, in eligible households, interviewers handed the introductory letter directly
to the selected respondent. If further information about the survey was insisted on at the screening stage, screeners would give a copy of the letter to a household member.

### 3.2.3 Making contact

**General population sample**

At first contact, the interviewer established the number of households living at an address. If there were three or fewer, all were included in the sample. If there were more than three, three were selected for inclusion in the survey using a random selection procedure.

For the general population sample, the interviewer then made contact with each household and established the number of residents aged 16-44. If there were no residents in that age range, the household was ineligible for interview. If there was one person aged 16-44, an interview was attempted with that person. If there was more than one resident aged 16-44, one was selected at random. Once the selection was made, no substitutions were allowed. The survey and its purposes were fully explained to the selected person, and a leaflet was provided which described the study in some detail and explained the confidentiality issues. If the selected person was aged 16 or 17 and living in the parental home, then the interviewer gave a parent information letter and agreement from one of the parents was also obtained. (In practice, this was occasionally necessary for older teenagers as well.)

**Ethnic minority boost sample**

The screening questions varied according to sample type, as this determined which ethnic minority groups were being screened for at a particular address (as described in section 2.3.1). For sample types 1 and 2, pre-selected addresses were issued to screeners to be screened directly. The screeners’ task was only to identify which addresses contained at least one resident eligible to take part in the survey, not to introduce the survey fully or make any selections. The screener attempted contact at each sampled address, stated that they were identifying households eligible to take part in a study funded by the Medical Research Council, and asked if there was anyone aged 16-44 and of an eligible ethnic group in that sample point. All addresses where there was an eligible person, or where eligibility was not established because of refusal or non-contact, were issued to interviewers. If the resident said that there was no one eligible in the household, then the screener asked about eligibility at any other households there might be at the selected address. If told that another household at the address contained a potentially eligible resident, the screener checked this directly with the other household before issuing the address to an interviewer. Addresses with no eligible residents were screened out of the sample.

At addresses in sample type 3 (see section 2.3.1), the screening questions were also asked about the two adjacent addresses either side of the sampled address. If the person at the sampled address was certain that there were no residents of black or South Asian origin and aged less than sixty at a neighbouring address, that address was screened out of the sample. The screener attempted to make contact at any adjacent addresses where the person at the sampled address either knew (or thought) there was someone of black or South Asian origin and aged under sixty, or did not know if there were any such residents, or refused to answer the screening questions about the neighbouring addresses. At each adjacent address the appropriate screening questions were asked directly and, if a household was screened in at that stage, the address was allocated to an interviewer.
At all screened in addresses, interviewers asked the screening questions again to confirm eligibility and to randomly select the person to interview. Three households were randomly selected by the interviewer if there were four or more eligible households at an address. If there was more than one eligible person in a household, then one was selected at random (and no substitutions were allowed after the selection was made). If a household contained no members of the relevant ethnic minority groups aged 16-44, then it was screened out of the sample and no interview was attempted.

Definition of ethnicity

In PSUs where all four ethnic minority groups were eligible, the screening question for ethnicity asked whether any resident was of 'Black Caribbean, Black African, Indian or Pakistani origins.' If the meaning of ‘origins’ was queried, interviewers would read out the following definition:

‘By someone of these ethnic origins, I mean someone whose family came originally from India or Pakistan or someone who is black and whose family came originally from the Caribbean or from Africa.’

Interviewers coded the respondent’s self-perceived ethnicity. However, because the doorstep eligibility questions might not have been asked of the household member randomly selected for interview, eligibility was checked with the selected person before the interview was started.

3.2.4 Token of appreciation

In the first batch of general population fieldwork, a split run experiment was carried out to compare the relative impact on response rates of using a £5 gift voucher or a £5 donation to charity as a token of appreciation. It was found that, while the response rate achieved in the PSUs randomly allocated to the charitable donation was little different to that achieved in the 1997 feasibility pilot (when there was no voucher or donation), on average the response rate was slightly higher in areas offering the gift voucher. Use of the gift voucher was extended to all sample points for the remaining three batches of general population fieldwork. It was offered to all participating respondents, irrespective of whether they completed the CASI questionnaire or provided a urine sample. By the time fieldwork started for the ethnic minority boost sample, it was decided to increase the gift voucher to £10.

3.3 Quality control

3.3.1 Interviewer training and briefing for the general population sample

All interviewers working on Natsal II attended briefing meetings run by the Natsal researchers and field staff. All interviewers had already undergone standard NatCen training in interview techniques, including the use of CAPI. The first briefing session was held in May 1999, and the last was in October 2000. A total of 444 interviewers and 15 field managers attended the 37 briefing meetings around the country. Each day-long briefing session covered:

- the background and purpose of the survey
• instruction about sampling procedures and the importance of high response rates
• familiarisation with the questionnaire by carrying out a ‘dummy’ interview, and explanation of certain questions and topics
• guidance on how to handle the self-completion section of the interview
• training in the protocol for collecting urine specimens.

Full sets of written instructions on survey procedures were also provided to all interviewers, including a paper copy of the CAPI and CASI questionnaires.

3.3.2 Briefing for the ethnic minority boost sample

Screener briefings
Half day briefings were held to cover the screening part of the boost sample fieldwork. These sessions provided training in how to identify adjacent addresses (for the focused enumeration points) and carry out the doorstep screening interviews, as well as the procedures for team working. Additional guidance was given to the supervisors and more experienced interviewers who were co-ordinating a screening team. Eight screening briefings were held and 116 NatCen interviewers were briefed in screening techniques and supplied with appropriate written instructions.

Interviewer briefings
Since fieldwork for the ethnic minority boost sample began soon after interviewing for the general population sample had (largely) been completed, the majority of interviewers who worked on the boost sample had previous experience of interviewing on the general population sample. Those who had worked on the general population sample within the last six months were invited to a half day ‘refresher’ briefing session which covered a reminder of survey procedures and focused on what was new in the ethnic minority boost. In all, 74 interviewers and 16 field managers attended one of these refresher briefings (over eight sessions).

Interviewers who had not previously worked on the general population sample attended a full day interviewer briefing which covered all the topics mentioned in section 3.3.1 (except urine collection). Two such briefings were held and they were attended by 28 interviewers. This number includes four Punjabi and/or Urdu speaking interviewers who were specifically recruited to interview in translation on the boost sample (and who received additional instruction on the protocol for interviewing in translation).

The briefings for the ethnic minority boost sample were held between November 2000 and May 2001. Specially tailored written supplementary instructions were provided to all interviewers working on the ethnic minority boost sample.

A total of 102 interviewers carried out the 949 interviews achieved. Of these interviewers, 56 had also worked on screening for the ethnic minority boost sample, while 74 had previously worked on the general population sample (and 40 worked on all three).
3.3.3 Supervision and quality control

A range of quality control procedures were built into the survey at both data collection and subsequent stages. Interviewers new to NatCen are accompanied on their first day of working by an experienced interviewer. Moreover, all NatCen interviewers, whatever their level of experience, are supervised in the field every six months in a rolling programme – 92 interviewers were supervised while interviewing on the general population sample and 11 on the ethnic minority boost sample.

Screening backchecks were carried out face-to-face by field supervisors on the work of 64 interviewers working on the general population sample, at 1,215 (or 3% of) issued addresses. For the ethnic minority boost screening work, each screening team included a supervisor who monitored and back-checked work throughout the screening period.

For the general population sample recalls to check on the work of interviewers were successfully carried out at 1,189 (or 11% of) productive addresses: 1,046 by telephone and 143 by post. These recalls were carried out on the work of 154 interviewers, which is 35% of those who worked on the study (a higher proportion than is usual). For the ethnic minority boost sample, recalls were achieved at 90 (or 9% of) productive address: 86 by telephone and 4 by post. The work of 16 interviewers, which is 16% of those who interviewed on the ethnic minority boost sample, was recalled.

The computer program used by interviewers had in-built ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ checks, which included messages querying uncommon or unlikely answers, as well as consistency between answers (as described in section 5.1). Extensive consistency checks were also implemented during the data cleaning stage (see section 5.2).

3.4 Collecting urine specimens

3.4.1 Eligibility for providing a urine specimen

Urine specimens were collected to test for *Chlamydia trachomatis*, one of the most common sexually transmitted infections. Urine specimens were collected in a random half (i.e., 466) of the sample points. As every PSU was divided into two points, urine specimens were collected from all PSUs. In the eligible sample points, all men and women aged 18-44, except those without any sexual experience, were eligible for providing a urine specimen. (For legal and ethical reasons 16 and 17 year olds were excluded from this part of the study.)

Urine specimens were collected only from the general population sample; the ethnic minority boost was not included in this part of the study.

3.4.2 Collecting and testing the urine specimens

The urine test was explained to all eligible respondents at the end of the main interview. As well as a verbal explanation, respondents were given a leaflet describing the purpose of the urine test and what would be involved along with a Family Planning Association information leaflet about *Chlamydia trachomatis*. Written consent was obtained from respondents prior to their providing the urine specimen. The full protocol for urine sample collection is included in Appendix B.
The specimen was collected in a plastic sterile container marked to indicate 10ml. An improvement to the protocol was initiated part-way through fieldwork when 1mg of boric acid was added to each container, prior to being sent to interviewers, as a stabilising agent and to prevent the development of inhibitors. The specimens were packaged and posted back to University College Hospital laboratory for Ligase Chain Reaction (LCR) testing for *Chlamydia trachomatis*. On arrival at the laboratory, a 1 ml aliquot of each sample was centrifuged and processed according to the manufacturer’s (Abbot LCx *Chlamydia trachomatis* Assay) instructions.

Respondents who tested positive for *Chlamydia trachomatis* were sent a letter by the study nurse and invited to discuss their results over the telephone. They were told about the different options for treatment, the need for partner notification, and asked for consent to pass their result on to their GP or a local GUM clinic to facilitate their treatment. They were followed up two weeks later to assess the outcome of treatment and partner notification.

### 3.4.3 Quality control

Upon receipt within the laboratory, the urine sample was immediately stored at 2-8°C and processed on the next available run. The sample was processed using the Abbott LCx Probe System assay according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The assay consists of a sample preparation stage, an amplification stage and a detection stage. Good practice is essential when performing nucleic acid amplification tests, such as the LCR assay. A major problem is the need to avoid contamination of samples with foreign DNA, notably from post-amplification products. False positive results could occur if either the clinical specimen or the test reagents used in the amplification stage became contaminated by accidental introduction of amplified product. The laboratory and its practices were designed to reduce this risk of contamination.

The University College Hospital laboratory participates in the UK National External Quality Assessment Scheme (UK NEQAS). Simulated samples are sent to the laboratory quarterly for routine analysis. This scheme helps ensure that clinical laboratory test results are accurate, reliable and comparable wherever they are produced.
4 RESPONSE

4.1 The general population sample

4.1.1 Response to the interview

The sample design for the general population, described in section 2.2, required that one randomly selected adult aged 16-44 be interviewed in each sampled household. Table 1 shows the response rate calculations.

At the 39,828 issued addresses, an additional 695 households were selected at multi-occupied addresses, so that the total number of households covered was 40,523. Of these, nearly one in ten (9.6%) were not residential or were unoccupied. At over two in five addresses (43.6%), there were no residents in the eligible age range of 16-44. Removing these addresses from the base, leaves 18,968 potentially eligible addresses.

Of these remaining addresses, no contact was made at 471 (2.5%) after repeated calls (at least four), and at 954 (5.0%) of them insufficient information was obtained about whether there were any eligible residents to enable a selection of an individual to be made. Thus, eligibility was not established at 1,425 addresses, some of which would be ineligible due to being unoccupied or having residents outside the 16-44 age range. The best estimate is that 697 of these addresses would be ineligible. This is derived by using the known percentage of households that are either unoccupied or have residents outside the eligible age range (51.0%) to estimate the number of ineligible households where there was no contact (142) in combination with the known percentage of households with residents outside the eligible age range (48.3%) to estimate the number of ineligible households where contact was made but information about the residents was refused (555 addresses).

The estimate for the total number of eligible households is 18,271 (17,543 known eligibles plus 728 assumed), which forms the denominator for calculating the response rate. At these addresses, there was no contact with the selected person at 504 (2.8%), the selected person was ill or away at 273 (1.5%) and did not speak English at 272 (1.5%). At 4,909 (26.9%) addresses, the selected person refused to participate (including proxy refusals and broken appointments).

Interviews were completed with 11,161 respondents, giving an overall fieldwork response rate of 61.1%. This response rate, however, is not representative of the country as a whole (hence not comparable with response for Natsal I), because of the oversampling of inner and outer London compared with the rest of the country (see section 2.2). Because response in London tends to be lower than in the rest of Britain, after adjusting the response rate so that inner and outer London are in their correct proportions, the ‘weighted’ response rate becomes 63.9%. This is slightly below the 64.7% response rate achieved in Natsal I (after a similar estimation was made of the number of ineligibles at non-contactable addresses).10
Table 1  Response rate for the Natsal II general population sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selected addresses</td>
<td>39828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra households sampled</td>
<td>695</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total issued</strong></td>
<td>40523</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of scope addresses:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vacant/derelict</td>
<td>2174</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Non-residential</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Not traced/built/other</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No eligible (aged 16-44) residents</td>
<td>17648</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total known ineligibles</strong></td>
<td>21555</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown eligibility:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No-contact</td>
<td>471</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All information refused</td>
<td>954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total unknown eligibility</strong></td>
<td>1425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Estimated ineligible</td>
<td>697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated eligible addresses</strong></td>
<td>18271</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No interview because:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No contact with selected person</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Refused (including proxy refusals)</td>
<td>4909</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ill/away/no English</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other reason</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No information about address</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total unproductive</strong></td>
<td>7110</td>
<td>38.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Completed interviews</strong></td>
<td>11161</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted response rate</strong></td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To compensate for over-sampling in London

Based as it is on the estimated number of eligible households, the response rate of 63.9% is the best national estimate of response in terms of coverage. Another way of estimating response is the method used by the Council of American Survey Research Organizations (CASRO) which excludes respondents who are ill, away from home or unable to speak English and then uses the observed proportion of ineligible households to adjust the denominator of estimated eligible households. As these individuals could not be interviewed, this provides a measure of the success rate of interviewers. Table 2 shows the response rate using CASRO rules.

Thus, as well as the 21,555 addresses which were non-residential, unoccupied or had no residents aged 16-44, there were a further 545 addresses where the selected respondent was ill, away or did not speak English – raising the total percentage of ineligible addresses to 54.5%.

The number of estimated ineligibles at the 1,425 addresses where eligibility was not established increases to 727, as it is also assumed that some of these addresses will contain ill, away and non-English speakers as well as being unoccupied or having no residents aged...
16-44. Under the CASRO method, the total number of estimated eligible addresses is 17,696. With this as the denominator, the gross response rate is 63.1%, and the weighted response rate to compensate for the over-representation of London becomes 65.4%. This is slightly below the response rate obtained in Natsal I of 66.8% when calculated using CASRO rules.

### Table 2 Response rate for the Natsal II general population sample (using the CASRO rules)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selected addresses</td>
<td>39828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra households sampled</td>
<td>695</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total issued</strong></td>
<td>40523</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of scope addresses:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vacant/derelict</td>
<td>2174</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Non-residential</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Not traced/built/other</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No eligible (aged 16-44) resident</td>
<td>17648</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ill/away/no English</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total known ineligibles</strong></td>
<td>22100</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown eligibility:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No-contact</td>
<td>471</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All information refused</td>
<td>954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total unknown eligibility</td>
<td>1425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Estimated ineligible</td>
<td>727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated eligible addresses</strong></td>
<td>17696</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No interview because:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No contact with selected person</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Refused (including proxy refusals)</td>
<td>4909</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other reason</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No information about address</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total unproductive</td>
<td>6535</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Completed interviews</strong></td>
<td>11161</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted response rate</strong>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* To compensate for over-sampling in London

#### 4.1.2 Response to the self-completion questionnaire

The self-completion module was asked about half-way through the interview. All respondents were eligible except those who had not had any sexual experience. As explained in section 3.1.4, there were several options available for completing this part of the interview. The first option offered, and taken by most respondents, was to answer the questions directly on the laptop computer (CASI). Those who did not wish to use CASI were offered the option of completing a paper booklet, while anyone with a literacy problem, eyesight problem or a problem reading English because it was not their first language, could have the questions read out to them by the interviewer. The response to the self-completion questionnaire is shown in Table 3.
Table 3  
Response rate to the self-completion questionnaire for the general population sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eligible for self-completion questionnaire</td>
<td>4569</td>
<td>6203</td>
<td>10772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed using CASI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-without assistance</td>
<td>3711(81%)</td>
<td>4866(78%)</td>
<td>8577(80%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-with assistance</td>
<td>601 (13%)</td>
<td>994(16%)</td>
<td>1595 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-partially completed</td>
<td>13 (&lt;0.5%)</td>
<td>32(1%)</td>
<td>45 (&lt;0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed paper booklet</td>
<td>16 (&lt;0.5%)</td>
<td>35 (1%)</td>
<td>51 (&lt;0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions read out by interviewer</td>
<td>173 (4%)</td>
<td>225 (4%)</td>
<td>398 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refused to complete</td>
<td>55 (1%)</td>
<td>51 (1%)</td>
<td>106 (1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reasons given by the 1% of eligible respondents refusing the CASI, and/or the paper self-completion questionnaire included not wishing to use the laptop, objections to the subject matter, having insufficient time, and having problems with literacy, eyesight or reading English.

4.1.3  Response to providing the urine specimen

In a random half of the sample points, respondents aged 18 and over (except for those with no sexual experience) were asked to provide a urine specimen. Response rates for collecting urine samples are shown in Table 4.

Table 4  
Response rate for providing a urine specimen for the general population sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eligible for urine specimen</td>
<td>2198</td>
<td>2950</td>
<td>5148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided urine specimen</td>
<td>1510 (69%)</td>
<td>2098 (71%)</td>
<td>3608 (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refused to provide</td>
<td>688 (31%)</td>
<td>852 (29%)</td>
<td>1540 (30%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reasons given by the 30% of eligible respondents refusing to provide a urine sample include that the test for *Chlamydia trachomatis* is perceived as irrelevant given the respondent's current lifestyle, having already had a test, being unable to urinate, and considering this part of the study too personal.

4.1.4  Presence of others during the interview

In briefing interviewers, great emphasis was placed on trying to carry out the interview in private. This was partly to reduce any potential embarrassment the respondent may feel, and also to encourage honest reporting of sensitive behaviours. It is not always possible, however, to arrange a completely private interview, so interviewers were asked to record if anyone else was present at any point during the interview. Table 5 shows the coding of this question.
Table 5 Whether anyone else was present during the interview for the general population sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>4762</td>
<td>6399</td>
<td>11161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-one else present in home</td>
<td>2229 (47%)</td>
<td>2866 (45%)</td>
<td>5095 (46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-one else present in room</td>
<td>1372 (29%)</td>
<td>1744 (27%)</td>
<td>3116 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others present/passing through:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- husband/wife/partner</td>
<td>621 (13%)</td>
<td>553 (9%)</td>
<td>1174 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- parents</td>
<td>157 (3%)</td>
<td>172 (3%)</td>
<td>329 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- child(ren) aged 0-5</td>
<td>266 (6%)</td>
<td>796 (12%)</td>
<td>1062 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- child(ren) aged 6-15</td>
<td>95 (2%)</td>
<td>285 (4%)</td>
<td>380 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- young adult aged 16-21</td>
<td>55 (1%)</td>
<td>109 (2%)</td>
<td>164 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- other adult aged 22+</td>
<td>167 (4%)</td>
<td>202 (3%)</td>
<td>369 (3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviewer and respondent were alone in the home for almost half of the interviews, and in a further quarter of interviews no-one else was present in the room while any of the interview was taking place. Where someone else was present during the interview, for male respondents this was most often a wife or partner (13%) and for women it was most likely to be a child under the age of five (12%).

Although one in four interviews were conducted when another child or adult was present in the house or room, in only 108 households (1%) was it coded by interviewers that the self-completion questionnaire was seen by another person in the household, and in another 140 households interviewers said the self-completion module was discussed with another household member.

4.2 The ethnic minority boost sample

4.2.1 Response to the interview

The sample design for the ethnic minority boost required that one randomly selected adult of an eligible ethnic minority group and aged 16-44 be interviewed in each sampled household. Table 6 shows the response rate calculations by the three sample types described in section 2.3.1.

The 15,000 addresses to be covered were made up of 8,760 issued addresses plus 6,240 to be generated through focused enumeration. Interviews were completed with 949 respondents in the ethnic minority boost sample, which significantly exceeded the research team’s original target of 735 achieved interviews. The reason for this was that a higher proportion of ethnic minority adults were screened in as eligible than the original estimates suggested when the sample was being designed (based as it was on 1991 Census data that was nearly ten years out-of-date by the time of fieldwork). The row labelled ‘Screened in’ shows that 1593 addresses were known to contain an eligible adult. Using this as the denominator, the response rate is 59.6% of known eligible individuals.
Although eligibility was not established at only 129 of the issued addresses, it is likely that some of the addresses where there was no contact or where all information was refused will also have contained some individuals from the eligible ethnic minority groups. The number of non co-operating households estimated to contain an eligible ethnic minority adult aged 16-44 is shown in the row labelled ‘Estimated eligible among households not screened’ (and totals only 16 individuals). This estimate is based on the proportion of the eligible households at the screened addresses, and the row showing the ‘Estimated eligible addresses’ is the sum of the known plus the estimated eligible addresses. Based on the estimated number of eligible addresses, the overall fieldwork response rate was 59.0% (which is slightly below the unadjusted 61.1% fieldwork response rate for the general population sample shown in Table 1).

Table 6  Response rate for the Natsal II ethnic minority boost sample, by sample type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample type</th>
<th>Sample type 1</th>
<th>Sample type 2</th>
<th>Sample type 3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected addresses</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>7800</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra households sampled</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total issued</td>
<td>1812</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5417</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of scope addresses:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Not residential/occupied</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-No eligible residents</td>
<td>1238</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>4300</td>
<td>79.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total known ineligibles</td>
<td>1391</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>4876</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown eligibility:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-No-contact</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-All information refused</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total unknown eligibility</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated eligible among households not screened</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screened in</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated eligible addresses</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No interview because:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-No contact with selected person</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Refused (incl. proxy refusal)</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ill/away/language</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Other reason</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-No information about address</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total unproductive</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed interviews</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculating response using the CASRO method, another 100 respondents who are ill, away from home or unable to speak one of the languages available for the interview (English, Urdu or Punjabi for the boost sample) are also classed as ineligible. This method, which provides a measure of the success rate of interviewers, gives a response rate for the boost sample of 62.9%. This is very similar to the (unadjusted) 63.1% response rate obtained for the general population sample using the CASRO method shown in Table 2.
Table 7  
Response rate for the Natsal II ethnic minority boost sample, by sample type (using the CASRO rules)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sample type 1</th>
<th>Sample type 2</th>
<th>Sample type 3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected addresses</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>7800</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra households sampled</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total issued</td>
<td>1812</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5417</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of scope addresses:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Deadwood</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No eligible resident</td>
<td>1238</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>4300</td>
<td>79.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ill/away/language</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total known ineligibles</td>
<td>1429</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>4910</td>
<td>90.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown eligibility:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No-contact</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All information refused</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total unknown eligibility</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated eligible among</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>households not screened</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screened in</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>1493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated eligible addresses</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No interview because:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No contact with selected person</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Refused (incl. proxy refusal)</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other reason</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No information about address</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total unproductive</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed interviews</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2 Response to the self-completion questionnaire

Eligibility for the self-completion module was exactly the same in the boost sample as in the general population sample. The main difference was that respondents who could not read English, but could read Urdu or Punjabi, did not have the option of CASI; rather, they were given a paper booklet translated into one of those languages. The response rate to the self-completion questionnaire for the boost sample is shown in Table 8.

Among eligible ethnic minority respondents, 6% of men and 5% of women refused the CASI and the paper booklet (compared with only 1% of the general population sample, as shown in Table 3). A further 8% of ethnic minority respondents had the questions read out to them by the interviewer, which is twice as large as the percentage found in the general population sample.
Table 8  Response rate to the self-completion questionnaire for the ethnic minority boost sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eligible for self-completion questionnaire</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completed using CASI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-without assistance</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-with assistance</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-partially completed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed paper booklet</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions read out</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by interviewer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refused to complete</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Presence of others during the interview

Table 9 shows the extent to which interviews in the boost sample were carried out in private. About half of the time, interviewers and respondents were alone in the home, and in another quarter of interviews no-one else was present in the room. This is very similar to what was found among respondents in the general population sample. The biggest difference is that over one-third of men in the boost sample had their wife/partner present at some point during the interview compared with only 13% of men in the general population sample.

Table 9  Whether anyone else was present during the interview for the ethnic minority boost sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total sample</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No-one else present in home</td>
<td>217 (53%)</td>
<td>256 (47%)</td>
<td>473 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-one else present in room</td>
<td>98 (24%)</td>
<td>120 (22%)</td>
<td>218 (23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others present/passing through:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-husband/wife/partner</td>
<td>138 (34%)</td>
<td>61 (11%)</td>
<td>199 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-parents</td>
<td>25 (6%)</td>
<td>30 (6%)</td>
<td>55 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-child(ren) aged 0-5</td>
<td>32 (8%)</td>
<td>90 (17%)</td>
<td>122 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-child(ren) aged 6-15</td>
<td>27 (7%)</td>
<td>48 (9%)</td>
<td>75 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-young adult aged 16-21</td>
<td>8 (2%)</td>
<td>23 (4%)</td>
<td>31 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-other adult aged 22+</td>
<td>22 (5%)</td>
<td>36 (7%)</td>
<td>58 (6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 DATA PREPARATION

5.1 The CAPI and CASI programs

NatCen uses Blaise software for its CAPI and CASI questionnaires. Virtually all the questions used in Natsal II were pre-coded, so that a list of answer categories is shown to the interviewer on the screen (or to the respondent when completing the CASI module). The appropriate response is selected by entering a numeric code, which is then highlighted on the screen to help confirm that the interviewer has selected the correct value. In this situation, the computer assigns a single variable to the question. For questions which allow more than one response, the interviewer can enter a list of values separated by spaces. In this case, Blaise creates a series of variables, corresponding to the number of response categories available. Each of these variables has a name which appears on the laptop screen.

Blaise is also very efficient at handling dates and numeric values, which are assigned a range of ‘columns’ for the number of digits required. ‘Hard’ and ‘soft’ checks can be included for numeric entries, which query potentially out-of-range responses with the interviewer. With a ‘hard’ check, the response is definitely out-of-range and must be altered to an acceptable value before proceeding with the interview; with a ‘soft’ check, the interviewer must either alter the value or confirm that it is correct before proceeding.

The default position during the interview is that at any question with a numeric code, the interviewer can enter CTRL-K for ‘don’t know’ or CTRL-R for ‘refused’. Blaise translates this into a numeric value, corresponding with the number of columns allocated to the variable. A single column variable with pre-coded answers will be assigned 8 for ‘refused’ and 9 for ‘don’t know’. If the variable has values greater than 9, the Blaise program allows two or more columns, as appropriate, and adds 9, 99, 999, etc as a prefix to the 8 or 9. This default behaviour was occasionally modified in the CAPI and CASI questionnaires, in some cases to prevent the use of CTRL-K and CTRL-R answers for essential questions, and in others to include explicit codes on the screen for ‘don’t know’ or ‘refused’ (especially in CASI).

Another feature of Blaise is that it allows ‘textfills’ within the question text to appear on the screen, which adapts the exact question wording to the context of a particular respondent. Given the importance of gender differences for questions which ask about sexual practices, this facility was particularly useful for Natsal II and was used throughout the CASI questionnaire, where question wordings were often slightly different for male and female respondents. The CAPI and CASI questionnaires included in Appendix A show many of these features of Blaise.

5.2 Editing and coding

A computer edit program is produced based on the CAPI and CASI programs, but incorporating additional checks and editing instructions. All completed interviews were given a full computer edit on receipt in the office. With the use of CAPI and CASI, there tends to be very little missing data, but the verbatim ‘other’ answers to questions were coded at this stage (and are included on the CAPI documentation in Appendix A), and the small number of paper self-completion questionnaires were also keyed and edited. Any
comments entered by interviewers as notes during the interview are also examined. Seven coders were involved in the edit, all of whom were fully trained in the edit program before beginning the edit process.

The major part of the editing process involved checking the data for internal consistency between responses to different questions. With CASI, of course, it is possible to program the interview so that respondents are filtered past questions which do not apply given their response at earlier questions. Also, as mentioned in section 3.1.4, with the use of CASI it is possible to build consistency checks within the program so that respondents can rectify any problems immediately. Of course, the extent to which such consistency checks can be built into the questionnaire itself is limited both by the degree to which respondents are willing to put up with reminders that they are being inconsistent as well as by the reason for the inconsistency, of which there may be several. For example, a respondent may have reported having a higher number of sexual partners in the last year than the number reported for lifetime partners. This may be a simple keying error which could be easily corrected when drawn to the respondent’s attention. Alternatively, it may be memory error, with the respondent remembering an additional partner when answering the subsequent question, and such cases can also be rectified if it is pointed out during the interview. Clearly, the capacity for respondents to correct such inconsistencies on the spot results in better quality data than can be obtained when using a paper self-completion questionnaire. However, there are also instances when the inconsistency may have been deliberate. For example, respondents were asked, using show cards, whether they had any homosexual experience during the face-to-face interview as well as at various points in the self-completion questionnaire. An inconsistency could arise if the respondent felt more confident about reporting homosexual experiences in the more anonymous CASI questionnaire than in the face-to-face interview. Pointing out such an inconsistency to the respondent would not have been appropriate, nor would programming the interview in such a way to ensure this sort of inconsistency could not arise.

A programme checking for inconsistencies was carried out during the data cleaning stage. Coders, trained by a researcher, checked the majority of cases where there were between one and three inconsistencies. The more problematic cases of four or more inconsistencies were referred to a researcher for checking. In some instances, the inconsistencies could be resolved, although in the majority of cases no action was taken except to ‘flag’ the inconsistency on the data file.

In all, 137 potential inconsistencies were checked for each respondent. Table 10 shows the number of inconsistencies identified, for both the general population and ethnic minority boost samples, prior to any editing taking place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>General population sample</th>
<th>Ethnic minority boost sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>7631 (68%)</td>
<td>553 (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>2019 (18%)</td>
<td>201 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or three</td>
<td>1192 (11%)</td>
<td>131 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or more</td>
<td>319 (3%)</td>
<td>64 (7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
About a third of the general population sample registered an inconsistency, although the majority of these triggered just one. For the ethnic minority boost sample, the proportion registering an inconsistency was slightly higher (42%), with half of these having triggered only one check.

Overall, the majority of consistency checks had no or very few cases recorded against them (see Appendix C for a full description). The highest number of inconsistencies had to do with condom use (with respondents saying that condoms had not been used in the last year but then reporting condom use with a specific partner) and reporting of homosexual experience (with respondents more likely to report in the self-completion section than in the face-to-face interview).

Men and women (in both the general population and boost samples) had very similar rates of consistency check failures, as shown in Table 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11</th>
<th>Number of consistency checks triggered, by sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General population sample</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>3245 (68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>856 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or three</td>
<td>496 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or more</td>
<td>165 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic minority boost sample</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>240 (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>83 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or three</td>
<td>58 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or more</td>
<td>25 (6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It appears that respondents who were less familiar with using a computer were more likely to trigger consistency checks (Table 12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 12</th>
<th>Number of consistency checks triggered, by whether respondent had used a computer before*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Never used a computer before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General population sample</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>880 (57%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>333 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or three</td>
<td>245 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or more</td>
<td>87 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic minority boost sample</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>342 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>155 (24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or three</td>
<td>104 (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or more</td>
<td>50 (8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table includes only respondents who completed CASI
5.3 Occupation coding

The only open-ended questions in the interview asked for respondents’ (and their partners’) occupations. Details were collected about current occupation, or the most recent occupation for those not currently in work. These were coded in the office to the 1990 Standard Occupational Classification at full three digit level,11 from which social class and socio-economic group classifications were derived.

To derive Registrar General’s social class, occupations are assigned to six social class categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social class</th>
<th>Occupations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Professional occupations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Managerial and technical occupations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIINM</td>
<td>Skilled occupations (non-manual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIM</td>
<td>Skilled occupations (manual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Partly skilled occupations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Unskilled occupations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Respondents’ socio-economic group was also derived, using the following categories:

1. Employers and managers in central and local government, industry, commerce, etc. - large establishments
2. Employers and managers in industry, commerce, etc. - small establishments
3. Professional workers - self-employed
4. Professional workers - employees
5. Intermediate non-manual workers
6. Junior non-manual workers
7. Personal service workers
8. Foremen and supervisors - manual
9. Skilled manual workers
10. Semi-skilled manual workers
11. Unskilled manual workers
12. Own account workers (other than professional)
13. Farmers - employers and managers
14. Farmers - own account
15. Agricultural workers
16. Members of armed forces
17. Inadequately described and not stated

In order to estimate social class when respondents were growing up, interviewers asked about the type of work their father did (or mother, if the father was not in the household) and whether he had any managerial or supervisory responsibilities, when respondents were aged 16. These answers were used to derive a proxy measure of social class.
5.4 Weighting

5.4.1 Weighting the general population sample

Selection probability weighting

As described in section 2.2, respondents in the general population sample selected for inclusion in the survey did not have equal chances of selection for three reasons: people living in London had a greater chance of selection than residents elsewhere in Britain; at multiple occupancy addresses containing 4 or more households, 3 were selected at random for inclusion in the survey; similarly, in households with 2 or more adults aged 16-44, only one was randomly selected.

Before the data can be used as a representative sample of the general population in Britain, the imbalances created by the use of different probabilities of selection must be removed, otherwise the sample would over-represent residents living in London, in single dwelling addresses, and those living alone. This was done by applying three sets of weights: the first to correct for the unequal probabilities of selection of postcode sectors; the second to correct for unequal probabilities of selection of households at multi-occupancy addresses; and the third to correct for the varying probabilities of selection of adults within households. These corrections were made by applying weights which were inversely proportional to the selection probabilities for the relevant postcode sectors, addresses and number of adults. The selection probability weight was calculated as:

\[ SEL_{WT} = \text{WEIGHT}_1 \times \text{WEIGHT}_2 \times \text{WEIGHT}_3 \]

where,

- \( \text{WEIGHT}_1 = \) the weight due to disproportionate sampling per stratum \( h \) \((h=1\text{ - inner London, } h=2\text{ - outer London and } h=3\text{ - rest of GB})\)
- \( \text{WEIGHT}_2 = \) the weight due to selection of up to 3 households per sampled address
- \( \text{WEIGHT}_3 = \) the weight due to selection of 1 eligible (16-44) adult per household

Specifically:

\[ \text{WEIGHT}_1 = \frac{1}{\text{probability of selecting an address}} = \frac{1}{P(\text{sector}) \times P(\text{address within sector})} \]

where

\[ P(\text{sector}) = \min\left(\frac{\text{number of sectors selected}_h \times \text{total addresses in sector}_h}{\text{total addresses}_h}, 1\right) \]

and

\[ P(\text{address}) = \frac{\text{number of addresses selected per sector}_h}{\text{total addresses in sector}} \]
WEIGHT_2 = \max(1, \frac{\text{number of households at the address}}{3})

WEIGHT_2 was trimmed to a maximum of 2 (6 households at an address) to avoid variance inflation due to few very large weights (32 respondents out of 11,161 were in addresses with more than 6 households).

WEIGHT_3 = \text{number of eligible adults in selected household}

WEIGHT_3 was trimmed to a maximum of 4 (4 eligible adults per household) to avoid variance inflation due to few very large weights (71 respondents out of 11,161 were in households with 5 or more eligible adults).

**Non-response weighting**

After application of the selection probability weights, the distribution of the Natsal II sample was compared to mid-1999 population estimates on three key demographic variables (age, sex and government office region). The comparison is shown in Table 13, in columns (a) and (b). As can be seen, women are over-represented in the achieved Natsal II sample, while men aged 25-29 are under-represented, as are respondents in London. These differences could be due to differential non-response as well as random sampling variation. To correct for these differences in age, sex and region, a non-response weight (NR_WT) was calculated as follows:

\[ NR\_WT = \frac{\text{proportion of total eligible population within sex/age group/region \ weighted (by SEL\_WT)}}{\text{sample proportion within sex/age group/region}} \]

Extreme weights below the 2.5th and above the 97.5th percentiles were trimmed to the values at these percentiles.

The total weight (FINAL_WT) is: \( FINAL\_WT = SEL\_WT \times NR\_WT \)

The total weight (FINAL_WT) was then finally scaled to have a mean of 1. This gives a weighted sample size equal to the unweighted sample size of 11,161.

The distribution of key demographic variables after final weighting is shown in the ‘black’ column in Table 13. After applying the non-response weight, the distributions of age, sex and region for the Natsal II sample closely reflect the general population. There are still some differences on other variables (such as social class and marital status) but these were thought too small to warrant any additional weighting.
Table 13  Comparison of Natsal II general population sample with population estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>(a) Natsal II sample After selection weighting</th>
<th>(b) POPULATION ESTIMATES</th>
<th>(c) Natsal II sample After final weighting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-19</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-34</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-39</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Row %</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government Office Region</th>
<th>(a) Natsal II sample After selection weighting</th>
<th>(b) POPULATION ESTIMATES</th>
<th>(c) Natsal II sample After final weighting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberlands</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner London</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer London</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marital status*</th>
<th>(a) Natsal II sample After selection weighting</th>
<th>(b) POPULATION ESTIMATES</th>
<th>(c) Natsal II sample After final weighting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohabiting</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social class*</th>
<th>(a) Natsal II sample After selection weighting</th>
<th>(b) POPULATION ESTIMATES</th>
<th>(c) Natsal II sample After final weighting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial and technical</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled non-manual</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled manual</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly skilled manual</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unskilled manual</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| % in households:*                |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| With no children                 | 46.1 | 51.4 | 48.2 |      |      |      |
| With children                    | 53.9 | 48.6 | 51.8 |      |      |      |

*Estimates based on the 1998 Health Survey for England
5.4.2 Weighting the ethnic minority boost sample

The ethnic minority boost sample also did not have equal chances of selection for similar reasons to the general population sample: the selection of postcode sectors and/or addresses varied by strata, and the number of households and adults selected was limited to 3 per address and 1 per household respectively. Moreover, respondents from the four ethnic minority groups who were interviewed as part of the general population sample were added to those interviewed as part of the boost sample, and their chances of selection were different still.

Therefore, in order to obtain representative (unbiased) estimates of the four ethnic minority groups, the data needs to be weighted to adjust for these varying probabilities of selection. The selection weights required are inversely proportional to the overall probability of selection, which is dependent upon the probabilities of selection for: the sector, addresses within sectors, households at addresses, and individuals within households. The weights were calculated as:

\[ \text{ETH}_\text{WT} = \text{WEIGHT}_A \times \text{WEIGHT}_B \times \text{WEIGHT}_C \quad \text{where,} \]

- \( \text{WEIGHT}_A \) is the weight due to disproportionate sampling per stratum \( h \) (\( h=1 \) – stratum A, \( h=2 \) – stratum B – \( h=3 \) – stratum C)
- \( \text{WEIGHT}_B \) is the weight due to selection of up to 3 households per sampled address
- \( \text{WEIGHT}_C \) is the weight due to selection of 1 eligible adult per household (i.e. aged 16-44 and in one of the four ethnic minority groups included in the boost)

Specifically:

\[ \text{WEIGHT}_A = \frac{1}{\text{probability of selecting an address}} = \frac{1}{P(\text{sector}) \times P(\text{address within sector})} \]

where

- \( P(\text{sector}) = \min([P(\text{sector selection for boost}) + P(\text{sector selection for core})],1) \)

\[ = \min([\frac{\text{size}}{\text{total size}_h} + P(\text{sector selection for core})],1) \]

where,

- \( \text{size} \) = number of PAF addresses in the sector
- \( \text{total size}_h \) = total number of PAF addresses in stratum \( h \)

(see section 5.4.1 for the calculation of \( P(\text{sector selection for core}) \))

- \( P(\text{address}) = \frac{\text{mb}_h}{\text{nb}_h + \text{nc}_h} \times \frac{\text{mb}_h}{\text{size}} + \frac{\text{nc}_h}{\text{nb}_h + \text{nc}_h} \times P(\text{address selection for core}) \)

where,

- \( \text{mb}_h \) = number of addresses selected per sector in ethnic boost within stratum \( h \)
- \( \text{nb}_h \) = number of sectors in ethnic boost within stratum \( h \)
- \( \text{nc}_h \) = number of sectors in core sample within stratum \( h \)

(see section 5.4.1 for the calculation of \( P(\text{address selection for core}) \))
\[ \text{WEIGHT}_2 = \max(1, \frac{\text{number of households at the address}}{3}) \]

WEIGHT_2 was trimmed to a maximum of 2 (6 households at an address) to avoid variance inflation due to a few very large weights (1 respondent out of 1,786 was in an address with more than 6 households).

\[ \text{WEIGHT}_3 = \text{number of eligible adults in selected household} \]

WEIGHT_3 was trimmed to a maximum of 4 (4 eligible adults per household) to avoid variance inflation due to a few very large weights (36 respondents out of 1,786 were in households with 5 or more eligible adults).

(Unlike for the general population sample, there was no additional non-response weighting for the ethnic minority sample, as there is no reliable data currently available to estimate differential non-response by age and sex within ethnic minority groups.)

5.4.3 Weighting Natsal I

In order to facilitate comparison between Natsal I and Natsal II, the earlier 1990 dataset (for those aged 16-44) was post-stratified to 1991 Census estimates following the procedures outlined in section 5.4.1 (on non-response weighting). This weighting of Natsal I data corrected for any differences (due to differential non-response and/or random sampling variation) in the age, sex and regional distributions of Natsal I respondents compared with the 1991 Census. This weighting of Natsal I differs slightly from the weighting scheme described in earlier Natsal I publications,\textsuperscript{12} and estimates using these weights may vary somewhat from those previously published for this age group using Natsal I data.

5.5 Standard errors

Natsal II used an unequal probability stratified multi-stage sample design, clustered within postal sectors (see section 2.2). One of the effects of using this complex design is that standard errors for survey estimates are generally higher than the standard errors that would be derived from a simple random sample of the same size. Analysis of the survey data is being carried out using the software package STATA which gives approximately correct standard errors.
Endnotes
7 The first three papers from Natsal II will be published in *The Lancet* 2001;358:1835-1854, and include the following: Johnson, Anne M. *et al* Sexual behaviour in Britain: partnerships, practices and risk behaviour. Wellings, Kaye *et al* Sexual behaviour in Britain: early heterosexual experience. Fenton, Kevin A. *et al* Sexual behaviour in Britain: sexually transmitted infections and prevalent genital *Chlamydia trachomatis* infection.
Urine sample request

[Urine sampling only conducted in general population sample points:]

IF (UrPoint = Yes) AND ((SCElig = Yes) AND Respondent is aged 18 or over)) THEN

UrineInt
There is a separate part of the research for which we would like to ask for your cooperation. It is to provide a small urine sample. It will be sent to University College London Hospital, where it will be tested for Chlamydia. Chlamydia is an infection which can be passed on through sexual contact. This leaflet gives you more information about the test.
HAND URINE TEST INFORMATION LEAFLET TO RESPONDENT.

1 Continue

UrinResp
Would you be willing to provide a small urine sample?
1 Respondent agreed to provide
2 Respondent refused

IF (UrinResp = Refused) THEN

UrineRef
Why did respondent refuse?
Text: Maximum 100 characters
1 No reason for test/not at risk/practice safe sex/could not be infected/had only one partner for long time
2 Worried about confidentiality/use of results/insurance problems
3 Respondent has already been tested
4 Respondent does not want to know result
5 Interview was not conducted in respondent's home
6 No time
7 Too personal
8 Respondent would not participate in these types of tests with non-medical people/would only do it for a doctor/nurse
9 No reason given/just doesn't want to
10 Other reason given (final list)

ELSEIF (UrinResp = Agreed) THEN

UrinCons
RESPONDENT TO COMPLETE AND SIGN URINE TEST CONSENT FORM.
1 Continue

IfAnti
Can I just check, have you taken any antibiotics in the last 7 days?
1 Yes
2 No
3 Don't know/not sure
IF (IfAnti = DKnow) THEN
  WhaAnti
  Can I see the container of any medicine you think might be an antibiotic and which you have taken in the last 7 days?
  INTERVIEWER: WRITE NAME OF MEDICINE ON THE URINE TEST RECORD FORM.
  1 NAME OF DRUG WRITTEN ON URINE TEST RECORD FORM
  2 NAME OF DRUG NOT PROVIDED BY RESPONDENT
ENDIF

UrineLab
WRITE SERIAL NUMBER AND RESPONDENT'S AGE AND SEX ON THE LABEL. THEN WRITE SERIAL NUMBER AND RESPONDENT'S AGE AND CODE SEX AND ANTIBIOTICS ON THE URINE TEST RECORD FORM.
Serial Number: Chkl Age: Antibiotics :
ATTACH THE LABEL TO THE URINE BOTTLE.
  1 Continue

UrInSamp
INTERVIEWER CODE:
  1 Urine sample provided
  2 Sample NOT provided

IF (UrInSamp = NotPr) THEN
  NoSamp
  Why was urine sample not provided?
  Text: Maximum 100 characters
ELSEIF (UrInSamp = Provided) THEN
  UrPack
  ASK RESPONDENT TO CHECK THAT BOTTLE TOP IS TIGHTLY SCREWED.
  GET RESPONDENT TO PLACE URINE SAMPLE BOTTLE IN PLASTIC TUBE AND CLOSE TUBE.
  PLACE THE TUBE SECURELY IN THE PACKAGING.
  1 Continue
ENDIF
ELSE
NotUrine
A URINE SAMPLE IS NOT REQUIRED FOR THIS RESPONDENT.
TYPE 1 AND CLOSE INTERVIEW.
  1 Continue
ENDIF
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Interview Administration

IntNo
Please enter the first four digits of your interviewer number.
Text: Maximum 4 characters

IssNo
Issue number
Range: 1..7

HStatus
Current Interview Status.
1  No work done yet
2  Calls made but no contact
3  Contact made, no work yet done on questionnaire
4  Interview started/Any interviewing done.
5  Other - no interviewing required (e.g. ineligible, refusal)

Super
INTERVIEWER TO COMPLETE AFTER LEAVING RESPONDENT'S HOUSE:
Was an Natcen supervisor with you for this interview?
1  Yes
2  No

[IntLang TO IlangWh ASKED ONLY ON ETHNIC MINORITY BOOST]

IF (WhAsian = Indian OR WhAsian = Pakistani) THEN

IntLang
Respondent was interviewed...
1  Wholly in English,
2  Partly in English, partly in another language,
3  Wholly in another language.

IF IntLang IN [Part..Other] THEN

ILangWh
"Which (other) language was used for this interview Apart_Eng ":
1  Punjabi
2  Urdu

ENDIF

ENDIF

Others
Were any other people (apart from supervisor) in the home at all during the interview?
1  Yes
2  No
3  Interview conducted outside (e.g. in garden, car)
IF (Others = Yes) THEN

WhoThere
Was anyone else present in the room, or passing through, or nearby during any part of the interview and (possibly) able to overhear?
   1 Yes
   2 No

IF (WhoThere = Yes) THEN

D63
Who was present/passing through etc... Spouse/partner?
   1 Present throughout
   2 Present some of time
   3 May have overheard all/part
   4 Passing through only
   5 Not present (inc. not applicable)

D64
Who was present/passing through etc... Parents?
   1 Present throughout
   2 Present some of time
   3 May have overheard all/part
   4 Passing through only
   5 Not present (inc. not applicable)

D65
Who was present/passing through etc... Child(ren) aged 0-5?
   1 Present throughout
   2 Present some of time
   3 May have overheard all/part
   4 Passing through only
   5 Not present (inc. not applicable)

D66
Who was present/passing through etc... Child(ren) aged 6-15?
   1 Present throughout
   2 Present some of time
   3 May have overheard all/part
   4 Passing through only
   5 Not present (inc. not applicable)

D67
Who was present/passing through etc... Young Adult(s) aged 16-21?
   1 Present throughout
   2 Present some of time
   3 May have overheard all/part
   4 Passing through only
   5 Not present (inc. not applicable)

D68
Who was present/passing through etc... Other adult(s) aged 22 or more?
ENDIF

SCSeen
Did anyone else in the household look at or discuss any part of the self-completion questionnaire/booklet during completion?
1 Yes - looked at/read/completed together
2 Yes - discussed only
3 No
4 Questionnaire not completed

ENDIF

LangProb
In your view, did the respondent have any difficulty during the interview because of...
...Language problems?
1 Yes, severe
2 Yes, some
3 No problem

LitProb
In your view, did the respondent have any difficulty during the interview because of...
...Literacy problems?
1 Yes, severe
2 Yes, some
3 No problem

CogProb
In your view, did the respondent have any difficulty during the interview because of...
...Other problems in understanding?
1 Yes, severe
2 Yes, some
3 No problem

ReadCard
Did you need to read out any of the show cards?
1 Yes, all/most
2 Yes, some
3 No
IF (NOFElig > 1) THEN
  EligSel
  ENTER 'PERSON NO.' OF SELECTED PERSON (ARF Q14).
  Range: 0..20

IF FinOut IN [71..80] THEN
  NonSex
  RECORD NON-RESPONDENT'S GENDER (ARF Q19a).
  1 Male
  2 Female
  8 Couldn't find out

  NonAge
  RECORD NON-RESPONDENT'S AGE (ARF Q19b).
  1 16 - 24
  2 25 - 34
  3 35 - 44
  8 Couldn't find out

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

AreaType
TYPE OF AREA (ARF Q21).
  1 Urban/city centre
  2 Small country town centre
  3 Suburban residential
  4 Rural residential/village centre
  5 Rural (agricultural with isolated dwellings or small hamlets)

BldType
PREDOMINENT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING TYPE (ARF Q22).
  1 Terraced houses
  2 Semi-detached houses
  3 Detached houses
  4 Mixed houses
  5 Low rise flats (5 storey blocks or less)
  6 High rise flats (blocks over 5 storeys)
  7 Flats with commercial (flats/maisonettes over parades of shops)
  8 Flats - mixed (high and low rise)
  9 Mixed houses and flats
TypDwell
HOUSEHOLD DWELLING TYPE (ARF Q23).
1  Whole house/bungalow: detached
2  Whole house/bungalow: semi-detached
3  Whole house/bungalow: terraced
4  Purpose built flat/maisonette: basement - 3rd floor
5  Purpose built flat/maisonette: 4th floor or higher
6  Converted flat/maisonette part-house/rooms in house
7  Dwelling with business premises
8  Caravan/houseboat
9  Other (SPECIFY AT NEXT QUESTION)

IF (TypDwell = Other) THEN
    TypDwOth
    PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER DWELLING TYPE.
    Text: Maximum 40 characters
ENDIF

EthMix
ETHNIC MIX OF AREA (ARF Q24).
1  Predominantly white
2  Predominantly black/brown
3  Mixed

IntDone
HAVE YOU FINISHED THIS INTERVIEW?
CODE 1 (Yes) SIGNALS THAT THIS INTERVIEW IS READY TO RETURN TO HEAD OFFICE.
1  Yes
2  No
CARD A

5 or more days a week
3 or 4 days a week
Once or twice a week
Once or twice a month
Once or twice in the last 12 months
Not at all in the last 12 months

CARD B

1 Drink, or 1 unit

½ pint of beer, lager or cider
1 glass of wine
1 single measure of spirits
CARD C

P. Mother
Z. Father
X. Brother(s)
L. Sister(s)
N. Other relative(s)
D. Lessons at school
J. Friends of about my own age
S. My first girlfriend or sexual partner
A. A doctor, nurse or clinic
K. Television or radio
E. Videos
G. Books
V. Magazines or newspapers
Q. Any other way (please say what)

CARD D

A. How girls' bodies develop
Q. How boys' bodies develop
B. How a baby is born
H. Sexual intercourse
R. Contraception, birth control
L. Homosexuality, lesbianism
T. Masturbation
K. How to make sex more satisfying
S. How to be able to say 'No'
M. Sexual feelings, emotions and relationships
D. Sexually transmitted diseases (such as VD, AIDS, HIV infection)
(A) How old were you when you **first** had sexual intercourse with someone of the opposite sex, or hasn’t this happened?

And:-

(B) How old were you when you **first** had any type of experience of a sexual kind - for example, kissing, cuddling, petting - with someone of the opposite sex (or hasn’t this happened either)?

CARD F

A. Condom (sheath/Durex)
B. The pill
C. Other contraception
D. I withdrew
E. Made sure it was a ‘safe period’
F. No precautions by me, don’t know about partner
G. No precautions by either of us
CARD G

N. She was a prostitute
T. We had just met for the first time
X. We had met recently
D. We had known each other for a while, but didn't have a steady relationship at the time
Q. We had a steady relationship at the time
J. We were living together (but not married or engaged)
B. We were engaged to be married
H. We were married at the time
S. Some other situation (please say what)

CARD H

At the time I first had intercourse:

M. I was curious about what it would be like
C. I got carried away by my feelings
F. Most people in my age group seemed to be doing it
L. It seemed a natural 'follow on' in the relationship
R. I was a bit drunk at the time
H. I wanted to lose my virginity
D. I was in love
S. Any other particular factor that applied
   (please say what)
CARD J

A. Mini pill (progesteron only)
B. Combined pill (including multi-phasic pill)
C. Pill - not sure if combined or mini
D. Mirena (intra-uterine system)
E. Coil or other intra-uterine device
F. Condom, male sheath, Durex
G. Femidom (female sheath)
H. Cap, diaphragm
J. Gels, sprays, pessaries, foams (spermicides)
K. Contraceptive sponge
L. Persona (natural family planning device)
M. Safe period or rhythm method (other than Persona)
N. I have withdrawn or been careful
P. Injections
Q. Surgically implanted hormone capsules
R. Emergency contraception (morning after pill)
S. Partner sterilized
T. I am sterilized (had vasectomy)
U. Going without sexual intercourse to avoid pregnancy or infection
V. Other method of protection
W. None of these at all

CARD K

A. Your own GP (that is your doctor himself or herself)
B. Another doctor at your GP's surgery
C. A Family Planning Clinic at your GP's surgery
D. A Family Planning Clinic run by your local health authority
E. A sexual health and contraception service for young people (for example, a Brook Advisory Centre)
F. Chemist shop or pharmacy
G. Over the counter at a petrol station or supermarket or other shop
H. Vending machine
J. Through the post
K. Emergency Department of a hospital (for example, for the 'morning after' pill)
L. Any other type of service (please say what)
I have felt sexually attracted ...

K. ...only to females, never to males
C. ...more often to females, and at least once to a male
F. ...about equally often to females and to males
L. ...more often to males, and at least once to a female
D. ...only to males, never to females
N. I have never felt sexually attracted to anyone at all

Sexual experience is any kind of contact with another person that you felt was sexual (it could be just kissing or touching, or intercourse, or any other form of sex).

I have had some sexual experience ...

R. ...only with females (or a female), never with a male
Q. ...more often with females, and at least once with a male
T. ...about equally often with females and with males
B. ...more often with males, and at least once with a female
Z. ...only with males (or a male), never with a female
W. I have never had any sexual experience with anyone at all
CARD N

Faithfulness
An adequate income
Mutual respect and appreciation
Shared religious beliefs
A happy sexual relationship
Sharing household chores
Having children
Tastes and interests in common

1. Very important
2. Quite important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

CARD P

1. Always wrong
2. Mostly wrong
3. Sometimes wrong
4. Rarely wrong
5. Not wrong at all
CARD Q

1. Agree strongly

2. Agree

3. Neither agree nor disagree

4. Disagree

5. Disagree strongly

CARD R

Q. To have sex much more often than I do now

K. To have sex a bit more often

M. It is about right as it is

D. To have sex a little less often

V. To have sex much less often than I do now
When I have sex these days . . .

E. I always enjoy it
U. I enjoy it most of the time
P. I don't often enjoy it
N. I never enjoy it
F. I don't have sex these days

C. Easy with a wife or regular partner but difficult with a new partner
l. Easy with a new partner but difficult with a wife or regular partner
B. Easy with any partner
K. Difficult with any partner
CARD U

T. Prefer to have no sex activity
Q. No regular partners, but casual partners when I feel like it
B. A few regular partners
S. One regular partner but not living together
L. Not married, but living with a partner, and with some sex activity outside the partnership
Z. Not married, but living with a partner, and no other sex partners
N. Married, with some sex activity outside the marriage
H. Married, with no other sex partners

CARD V

B. Having fewer partners
L. Finding out more about a person before having sex
K. Using a condom
C. Not having sex
X. Sticking to one partner
Q. Avoiding some sexual practices
N. Other change(s)
CARD W

H. Greatly at risk
B. Quite a lot at risk
W. Not very much at risk
R. Not at all at risk

CARD X

Compared with Britain:

1. Much more likely
2. Somewhat more likely
3. About the same as in Britain
4. Somewhat less likely
5. Much less likely

I can’t say
CARD C1

N. Unfaithfulness or adultery
Z. Money problems
E. Difficulties with our sex life
K. Different interests, nothing in common
S. Grew apart
R. Not having children
X. Lack of respect or appreciation
J. Domestic violence
Q. Arguments
Y. Not sharing household chores enough
V. One of us moved because of a change in circumstances (for example, changed jobs)
D. Death of partner
F. Another reason (please say what)

CARD C2

Going to school or college full-time (not paid for by employer, including on vacation)
On government training or employment scheme (such as the New Deal)
In paid employment or self-employment (or away temporarily)
Waiting to take up paid work already obtained
Unemployed and registered for benefit
Unemployed, not registered, but actively looking for a job
Unemployed, wanting a job (of at least 10 hours per week), but not actively looking for a job
Permanently unable to work because of long-term sickness or disability
Looking after the home or family
Doing something else (please say what)
CARD C3

1. Degree or degree level qualification (including higher degree)
2. A-Levelsmigher School Certificate
3. AS Level
4. SLC/SCE/SUPE at Higher Grade or Certificate of Sixth Year Studies
5. O-level passes taken in 1975 or earlier
6. O-level passes taken after 1975 GRADES A-C
7. O-level passes taken after 1975 GRADES D-E
8. GCSE GRADES A-C
9. GCSE GRADES D-G
10. CSE GRADE 1/SCE BANDS A-C/Standard Grade LEVELS 1-3
11. CSE GRADES 2-5/SCE Ordinary BANDS D-E
12. CSE Ungraded
13. SLC Lower
14. SUPE Lower or Ordinary
15. School Certificate or Matriculation
16. Foreign qualifications

CARD C4

1. Teaching qualification
2. Nursing qualifications SRN, SCM, SEN, RGN, RM, RHV, Midwife
3. HNC/HND, BEC/TEC Higher, BTEC Higher/SCOTEC Higher
4. ONC/OND, BEC/TEC/BTEC not higher
5. City and Guilds Full Technological Certificate
6. City and Guilds Advanced/Final Level
7. City and Guilds Craft/Ordinary Level
8. NVQ Level 5
9. NVQ Level 4
10. NVQ Level 3/Advanced level GNVQ
11. NVQ Level 2/Intermediate level GNVQ
12. NVQ Level 1/Foundation level GNVQ
13. Recognised Trade Apprenticeship completed
14. Clerical or Commercial Qualification (such as typing, book-keeping, commerce)
15. Other vocational or professional qualification (please say what)
CARD C5

Farmer or farm manager

Farm worker

Skilled manual work (for example: plumber, electrician, fitter, train driver, cook, hairdresser)

Semi-skilled or unskilled manual work (for example: machine operator, assembler, postman, waitress, cleaner, labourer)

Professional or technical work (for example: doctor, accountant, school teacher, social worker, computer programmer, nurse)

Manager or administrator (for example: company director, manager, executive officer, local authority officer)

Clerical (for example: clerk, secretary)

Sales (for example: telephone selling, shop assistant)

Another type of job (please say what)

Never had a job (for example: caring for family, permanently sick or disabled)

Can't say

CARD C6

White

Mixed

Asian or Asian British

Black or Black British

Chinese

Other ethnic group
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URINE TEST INFORMATION LEAFLET

National Centre for Social Research
Formerly SCPR

Funded by The Medical Research Council
Why do a urine test?
We would be very grateful if you would agree to provide the research team at the National Centre for Social Research and RFU Medical School with a small urine sample. The sample will be tested for Chlamydia, a type of infection which can be passed on through sexual contact. Chlamydia can be very easily treated by antibiotics, but if it is not treated it can lead to more serious problems (including infertility) and can be passed on to sexual partners.

New tests for Chlamydia have recently been developed which can be used outside surgeries and clinics, and this research will help to check how successfully they can be used to identify people who might be infected. We also need to understand the level of Chlamydia infection in the community.

What do I have to do?
This part of the survey is separate from the interview. It involves you giving a small sample of urine, about 3 teaspoons from the first part of the stream, in a bottle which the interviewer will provide. This should take only a few minutes, and will be done in private.

What will happen to the sample?
The sample will be sent to University College London Hospital for testing for Chlamydia trachomatis. The sample will not be tested for anything else at this stage.

However, a small part of each urine sample may be stored for future research. As new tests for other infections become available in the years ahead, we may wish to go back to the stored samples to carry out tests for research purposes only. It will never, under any circumstances, be tested for HIV or AIDS. Any future tests on the specimen will be totally anonymous, that is, they will not be linked to your name, address or other identifying information, and no further results will be given to you.

How will I get my Chlamydia results?
If you agree to provide the urine sample, Dr. Kevin Fenton, a member of the research team, or the nurse, Angela Taylor, will write to tell you the results of your test only if there is a possibility that you might have Chlamydia. They will then advise you where to obtain treatment (for example, at your GP or local GUM or STD clinic). Since Chlamydia is transmitted sexually, the clinic doctor or nurse may ask you to tell your sexual partner(s) so that they too might be screened for the infection.

How confidential is it?
Apart from writing to you (should that be necessary), the results of your test will be kept strictly confidential and will only be used for statistical analysis. The test results will not be identified with your name, they will not be passed on to any other hospital, nor will they be disclosed to anyone else without your agreement. Any future tests on the stored specimen will be anonymous and will not be associated with your name or contact details.

Taking part is voluntary; you do not have to provide a urine sample if you do not wish to. But if we are to get a true picture of the level of Chlamydia infection in the community, it is important that everyone we approach agrees to take part. So we hope that you will agree. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact Dr. Fenton or Angela Taylor at the number listed below.

Your co-operation is very much appreciated.

Dr. Kevin Fenton and Angela Taylor (Research Nurse)
Royal Free and University College Medical School,
Mortimer Market Centre
London WC1E 6AU
0171-387-9300 extension 8153
0845 606 0230 - 'Locall' number (charged at local rate)
I, (name)______________________________

consent to give a urine specimen to the National Centre for Social Research/RFUC which will be used to test for *Chlamydia trachomatis*. I also understand that a small part of the sample will be stored for future research. How and why this is being taken has been explained to me by the interviewer and I have had the chance to discuss this with her/him. I have also received an information leaflet explaining these matters.

If there is any chance of infection, I understand that I will be told the results of this test and where treatment can be obtained. I also appreciate that the results will be kept completely confidential and not disclosed to anyone else without my consent.

I understand that participation in this research study is entirely voluntary. Even though I agree now, I understand that at any time I may withdraw from the study without giving reason.

Signed: ____________________________
(Participant)

Witness: ____________________________
(Interviewer)

Date: ____________________________

Respondent serial number: [ ]
Intervener number: [ ]
URINE SAMPLING INSTRUCTIONS TO INTERVIEWERS

1. Equipment

- Urine Test Information Leaflet (yellow, one to be given to each person asked to participate)
- Chlamydia Information Leaflets (two versions, one more suitable for younger respondents)
- Urine Test Consent Form (white, one to be signed by each respondent who agrees, and returned with the ARF to Brentwood)
- Urine Test Record Form (one to be completed and posted with the specimen to the lab)
- Specimen containers (small, clear screw-top jars)
- Identification labels (white, one label to be completed for each specimen and stuck on the clear specimen container)
- ‘602’ package (contains white inner screw-top tube with absorbent material inside, blue polystyrene packing and outer cardboard box)
- Yellow FREEPOST address labels (attached to the cardboard box for posting)
  
  For: NATSSAL SAMPLES  
  
  Microbiology labs,  
  3rd Floor, A&E Building  
  University College Hospital  
  FREEPOST LON14470  
  London  
  WC1E 6BR
- Disposable plastic gloves (to use for handling filled containers. It is not necessary to use them, but you, or respondents, may prefer to)

Before going out to interview, ensure that you have all the equipment you will need to collect and post the samples.

2. General background to the urine testing research

This part of the research will only be carried out in half the sample points. If you are working in a 'urine' sampling point, you must attempt to get a urine sample from all eligible respondents (the CAPI will direct you to the appropriate questions at the end of the interview). You will be given yellow ARFs, and the Address Label on the ARF will contain a 'U' in the top right corner.

For the test to be fully effective it is important that urine samples are posted back to the lab as soon as possible after collection - on the same day whenever possible. From quarter 2 onwards a small amount of white powdered urine preservative (called Boric acid; see supplementary instructions in Appendix II) has been put into the sample containers. Samples, however, should still be returned as soon as possible to the lab.

In the 1997 survey, we found that the majority of respondents were quite happy to take part in this part of the study because they understood the importance of doing so. At that time, the sample had to be kept cold from the moment it was taken until it arrived at the lab, which meant we were confined to carrying out this part of the study only in London. Since then, we have improved on the methodology for the lab analysis, so we can now post samples to London from anywhere in the country.
3. Introducing the urine test, and the "Urine Test Information Sheet"

When you have completed the main interview, and thanked the respondent for their help, explain the urine test. Do not mention it at all before this point because we do not want response to the main survey to be jeopardised by adding this separate project. Participation is voluntary and respondents need to understand that clearly.

Follow the procedure from your laptop screen. Note that all respondents - male and female - are to be asked to participate except those who have not had sexual experience (ie, those who were not given the self-completion to do) and those who are aged 16 or 17 (irrespective of whether they are sexually experienced). Your computer screen will make this clear.

The following form of words is suggested as an introduction but you may adapt them as seems appropriate to each respondent. The introduction also appears on your screen.

"There is a second, quite separate piece of research that we would like your help with. It is very quick and easy - it simply involves providing a small sample of urine to send to a medical laboratory to be tested for a condition called Chlamydia. Before I explain exactly what to do, I'd like you to read this, which tells you all about it."

Then hand the (yellow) Urine Test Information Leaflet to the respondent to read. You may of course add to your verbal introduction any of the information contained in the information leaflet. Indeed, if it is helpful to the respondent, you can read it to them. You must ensure that it has been read and understood before you ask them to agree and sign the Urine Test Consent Form. A Urine Test Information Leaflet must be left with each respondent who agrees to take part.

You must be prepared to discuss the test, provide extra information and explain the procedure fully, as necessary. Points that you may find useful to add are as follows:

- Sometimes people can have the condition for a long time without it showing up in any way, but, because of its possible long term effects, it is very helpful if it can be diagnosed and treated early on through routine testing.
- The complications that can arise from Chlamydia are infertility, pelvic pain, and ectopic pregnancy.
- Being able to diagnose the condition just through this simple urine test is a very recent medical advance. It should prove to be extremely helpful in reducing the prevalence of the condition and in ensuring early treatment, so that serious effects can be avoided.
- It is expected that only a very few people in our research will turn out to have the condition, so the chances are they will hear nothing further. In any case there is no need to worry about it because the treatment is so simple - just taking some antibiotics prescribed by a doctor does the trick.
- Although it is not known how many people have the condition (because it can go undetected for so long) it does seem to be increasing in the population. This makes it particularly important to establish, through research, how widespread it is, so that appropriate services and advice can be planned.
- Above all, stress confidentiality and the anonymity of the test. The specimen will only be identified at the testing lab by a serial number and, as a double check that no mistakes are made, by the person's age and sex. Only if a test result shows a possibility of infection will it be necessary to link it back to the separately and securely held Consent Forms of the
people who participated so that the person can be written to advise them of the possibility and to give information about where to go for medical advice and treatment.

- If a respondent is reluctant, you should offer to come back at some other time when they have had time to read the leaflets again and think about it.

4. Obtaining consent to the test: “Urine Test Consent Form”

Signed consent to the urine test must be obtained before the urine sample is collected. The respondent needs to read the form and you need to check that they have understood it all. They should write their name (clearly) at the top of the form and then sign it. You must also sign the form as a witness, date it and add the respondent’s serial number, and your interviewer number.

These forms are extremely important, as a respondent can not be informed of a positive result until their Consent Form has been received at the office, along with the appropriate ARF. The ARF and Consent Form should, therefore, be sent as soon as convenient after the interview. Do not hold onto them. The lab test is done quickly and delays in receiving Consent Forms can cause serious admin problems.

5. The procedure for obtaining the urine sample

The procedure for collecting the urine sample is largely explained for the respondent in the Information Leaflet. You should follow this routine, which is also explained in the CAPI questionnaire.

1. Write out 1 identification label and stick it to the Specimen Container. Your computer screen will show the respondent’s serial number, sex and age so that you can copy it across correctly.

2. Complete the ‘Urine Test Record Form’ (serial number, sex, age, whether taken any antibiotics, interviewer number and initials, and date of collection; all this information will come up automatically on your CAPI screen for you). This form is to be returned to the lab in the package containing the urine sample.

3. Hand the Container to the respondent to take to the bathroom. It contains a small amount of white powder, a urine preservative called Boric Acid. The respondent should leave the powder in the tube, it is there to make the Chlamydia test more effective (see supplementary urine instructions, after this section) Explain that 20mls, or about ¾ of the container is needed – a line has been drawn on the container to indicate how full it needs to be. It should be the first part of the stream: this is important. Ask the respondent to make sure they have tightly screwed the top on the container, and that it doesn’t leak.

4. When the respondent returns, ask them to check again that the lid is tightly screwed on.

5. You then re-check that the container’s identification label and the Urine Test Record Form are both correctly completed.

6. Offer the respondent the opened larger white plastic tube (containing the absorbent paper). Ask them to place the specimen container in the tube. Once inside, lock the opaque tube using a simple push and clockwise turning motion.

7. Place the completed Urine Test Record Form inside of the cardboard box, slide into the blue polystyrene padding. Close the box. The box will protect the sample. The box will be secure if the flaps are tucked in properly. Please DO NOT use sticky tape, glue or any other extra method of securing it. For a few of you, the box will not be made up before being sent to you. It is easy to assemble though, for both the top and bottom, first fold the side flaps in, and then the centre flap over, and tuck it in.
8. The yellow Freepost address label should already be attached to the side of the cardboard box.

6. **Royal Mail despatch to the laboratory and storage.**

Specimens should be dispatched as soon as possible. If possible, please try to send the sample by post on the same day that you collected it. You do not have to purchase any stamps to post the package (it will all be done on an account) but you do need to take the packages to a post office and hand them over the counter. (New regulations require that this kind of packaging now has to be used when posting biological samples, and it is deliberately designed not to fit through a letter box).

If you have interviewed in the evening or at weekends, please store the sample safely at home and take it to the post office as soon as it is next open. Note: Ideally samples should be kept as cool as possible but there is no need to refrigerate them.

7. **Boric Acid information**

We have had problems with last arrivals, particularly those taken on Fridays and Saturdays. Sometimes these specimens did not reach the lab until the following Wednesday or Thursday. This made the transit time as much as 5 days! Because of the delays being experienced we have had to introduce a stabiliser compound (Boric Acid) into the specimen containers. This will help to preserve the urine specimen so that unexpected delays are less likely to result in the sample being discarded.

- We have placed 20mg of a urine preservative called BORIC ACID in each sample container.
- Boric acid, a white odourless powder, is not a hazardous chemical.
- Contact with the hands is very unlikely to produce any reaction. But if you do get a reaction, thoroughly rinse the skin with plenty of water. If the irritation persists then seek medical attention. (See first aid instructions below).
- REMEMBER: even with Boric Acid in the containers, YOU MUST STILL POST SPECIMENS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. Only specimens collected on Saturday and Sunday should be stored at all. Please ensure that all other specimens are sent on the day of collection, or else on the following day.

**FIRST AID INSTRUCTIONS FOR BORIC ACID:**

Boric acid is not a hazardous chemical. However, just in case you or someone else comes into contact with the powder and has an allergic reaction to it, the following first aid instructions should be followed.

- If the boric acid powder gets into anybody’s eye, wash it out with water, for at least 10 minutes. If an irritation persists, obtain local medical attention.
- If the powder gets *ingested*, drink plenty of water. Do not induce vomiting. Seek medical attention if the person feels unwell
- Should any of the powder come into contact with skin, rinse the skin with plenty of water. If an irritation persists seek medical attention.
- If the powder gets *inhaled*, remove the person from exposure. In severe cases, or if recovery is not rapid or complete, seek local medical attention.
8. Retesting

If (due to a technical problem at the lab or a delay in postal delivery) a Chlamydia test does not work, then the lab will contact the respondent directly and ask them if they would agree to provide another sample for a retest. If the respondent agrees, someone in the Green Team at Brentwood will contact you with details of the respondent you need to return to. When they talk to you on the phone they will establish what equipment you need and send this along with a YELLOW 'retest' Urine Record Form. This will already have the respondent serial number on it.

This is unlikely to happen very often, and if it does happen, the Green Team will explain to you exactly what you need to do. Only the urine sampling will be repeated, not any other aspect of the questionnaire.

This procedure is described fully in the Quarter 4 Supplementary Urine Sampling Instructions attached. Please refer to this for details for latest details.

If you have any problems with any aspect of the urine collection or despatch, you should telephone:

Dr. Kevin Fenton at UCL on 0171-387-9300 ext. 8153 or
Angela Taylor, the Research Nurse (also at UCL) on 0171 380 9500.
Dear,

RE: National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles 2000
Urine Test Results

About x weeks ago, you participated in our survey and provided us with a urine sample. The results of the urine test indicate that you need treatment for an infection.

Please contact me to discuss your results. I am available on 0845 606 0230 (calls charged at local rate), Monday to Friday, between 9am and 12 midday. We can then make arrangements for your treatment.

Yours sincerely,

Angela Taylor
Research Nurse.
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DESCRIPTION OF CONSISTENCY CHECKS

A. The following are consistency checks between CAPI (face-to-face) and CASI (self-completion) or within CAPI

**FirstInt** All responses except: Refused, NA and 'hasn’t ever happened', are from respondents who have stated at what age they first had sexual intercourse with someone of the opposite sex. These respondents should therefore:

1. Not have coded that they have ‘never had sex with a someone of the opposite sex.’ (ie. not have **Sex4Wks** coded as ‘997’).

2. have experienced at least one type of heterosexual sexual intercourse coded, either vaginal, oral or anal. (ie. have at least one of **LastVag**, **OralYou**, **OralPart**, or **AnalSex** coded 1-6).

3. have had at least one heterosexual partner in their life. (ie. **Hetlife** is anything but 0).

4. have given details of at least one partner of the opposite sex at the ‘most recent partners’ table. (ie. have at least **R1** completed, with **R1Sex** as opp sex to respondent (or if **R1** is same sex, then **R2** or **R3** or **R4** as opp sex)).

5. not have claimed to have only had sexually experience with someone of the same sex. (ie. not **ExpScale** coded as **OnlySa** or **Never** (codes 5 or 6))

**FirstInt** If the respondent states that they have never had heterosexual intercourse (ie. **FirstInt** is coded 96 (hasn’t ever happened)):

a) and were given CASI because of only experience with same sex at **ExpScale (OnlySa)**, should:

6. have coded that they have ‘never had sex with someone of the opposite sex’. (ie. **Sex4Wks** coded as '0' or '997' or 'Never had sex with (oppsex) partner').

7. have given the number of heterosexual partners in their life so far as none. (ie. **HetLife** as ‘None/OO’ (or at least as Refused/Not answered)).

8. not have any of the recent partners coded as being opposite sex. (ie. **R1** to **R4** **Sex** coded as oppsex).

9. male respondents should not have coded that they have ever paid a woman for sex. (ie. MEN ONLY: **EverPaid** should be ‘No’).

a) whether or not CASI (or PAPI) completed:
10. not have attended an ante-natal clinic or service in the last 5 years because pregnant (WOMEN ONLY) (ie. If AnteNat is Yes – code 1, then FirstInt should be anything other then ‘hasn’t ever happened’ – code 96)

11. not have ever had booking blood taken as part of care during pregnancy, (WOMEN ONLY) (ie. If ANBlg is Yes- code 1, then FirstInt should be anything other than ‘hasn’t ever happened’ – code 96)

12. not have ever had any children which they are the natural parent of, (ie. If AnyChild is Yes – code 1, then FirstInt should be anything other than ‘hasn’t ever happened’ – code 96)

13. If a respondent has never had sex with someone of the opposite sex, it is unlikely that they will have been married. (ie. MarStat should be coded PrtSame or Single.) (There can be unconsummated marriages but so rare that if this inconsistency does arise it should be looked at very carefully. Also possible for a gay marriage, or the end of a gay partnership to be described as ’separated’ or ‘widowed’. However, no errors were found on these checks 10, 11, 12, and 13 in the 1997 data set).

14. As above, if a respondent has never had sex with someone of the opposite sex, it is unlikely that they will have been married when they moved in together. (ie. PMS should not be coded married).

15. Similarly, no date should be given for when the marriage took place (ie. PMar should be coded No).

16. The partners that they have lived with as a couple should be of the same sex as the respondent. (ie. Rsex should be coded Same).

JustMet – Relationship with partner at time of first intercourse:

17. If a respondent's first opposite sex sexual partner was a prostitute, then he should have coded that he has paid for sex with a woman. (MEN ONLY) (ie. if code 1 at JustMet, then should state code 1 at EverPd.)

UsedYear – Types of contraception used in the last year.

If the respondent states that they have used condoms with a partner in the last year, then they should have at least one of the following coded (ie if UsedYear is coded "(F) Condom/ male sheath/ Durex" then at least one of the following should also be coded:)

18. Cond4wks if code 1 or 2 then UsedYear should have condom coded 6 (F).

19. YrCond if code 2 then UsedYear should have condom coded 6 (F).
20. **HomCo4W** if code 1 or 2 then **UsedYear** should have condom coded 6 (F).

21. **AnCom** if code 1, 2 or 3, then **UsedYear** should have condom coded 6 (F). (MEN ONLY)

22. **R1CondF** if code 1 then **Everused** should have condom coded 6 (F).

23. **R1CondL** if code 1 then **Everused** should have condom coded 6 (F).

24. **R2CondF** if code 1 then **Everused** should have condom coded 6 (F).

25. **R2CondL** if code 1 then **Everused** should have condom coded 6 (F).

26. **R3CondF** if code 1 then **Everused** should have condom coded 6 (F).

27. **R3CondL** if code 1 then **Everused** should have condom coded 6 (F).

28. **R4CondF** if code 1 then **Everused** should have condom coded 6 (F). (MEN ONLY)

29. **R4CondL** if code 1 then **Everused** should have condom coded (F). (MEN ONLY)

**Used Year** – contraception used in the last year.

30. If certain forms of contraception have been used in the last year (withdrawal/ gels/ sponge / Femidon/ emergency contraception / cap / safe period), then heterosexual intercourse must have taken place in the last year. (ie. If **UsedYear** is code 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16 then **Het1Yr** must be 1 or more) **New check**

31. If condom used in the last year, then either heterosexual or homosexual intercourse must have taken place in the last year. (ie If **UsedYear** is code 6 then **Het1Yr** and/or **Hom1Yr** should be one or more.) **New check**

**ExpScale** If respondent states that they have: only had sexual experiences with people of the op sex, mostly the op sex, equally op and same sex or mostly same sex (ie **ExpScale** is coded OnlyOp, MOppos, Equal or Msame) then:

32. They cannot answer 'hasn’t ever happened' when asked at what age they had their first sexual experience with someone of the opp sex. (ie. **FirstExp** should not be coded 96).

33. **R** should state that they have not had any sexual experience with anyone of the opposite sex. (ie. have **FirstExp** coded 96)
If respondent states that they have had sexual experiences; mostly with people of the op sex, equally, mostly with people of the same sex or only with people of the same sex (ie ExpScale is coded MOppos, Equal, Msame, OnlySa) then:

34. R should state that they have had sexual experience with someone of the same sex. (ie. have EverHom coded 'Yes')

If respondent states that they have only had sexual experience with someone of the opposite sex (ie ExpScale is coded OnlyOp) then:

35. R should state that they have not had sexual experience with someone of the same sex (ie. have EverHom coded 'No')

Note: 35 is quite a likely inconsistency as some people are not willing to state same sex experience in the face-to-face questions. We would not want the answer at either question to be changed if they are inconsistent and there is other evidence to suggest which answer is “wrong”.

MarStat

If the respondent is married and living with spouse, living with someone of the opposite sex as a couple, widowed, divorced or separated (ie. MarStat is Married, PrtOpp, Widow, Divorced or Separ.) then it is very unlikely that the respondent has not had intercourse with someone of the opposite sex, so:

36. When asked age of first intercourse, should not answer ‘hasn’t ever happened’ (ie. FirstInt should not be code 96)

37. Respondent must have experienced at least one type of sexual intercourse (ie. have at least one of LastVapr, OralYou, OralPart, AnalSex coded 1 - 6 (unless all refused/na) – this check is a difficult one to programme).

38. R should have had at least one heterosexual partner. (ie. have HetLife as at least 1)

39. R should have had some sexual experience with someone of the opposite sex (ie. FirstExp should not be code 96, hasn’t ever happened).

If the respondent is currently living with someone of the same sex as a couple (ie MarStat is PrtSame) then:

40. R should have had sexual contact with at least one person of the same sex (ie. have HomLife as at least 1).

41. R should have had genital contact with someone of the same sex. (ie. have GenitHom coded as Yes)

42. R should have experienced at least one type of sexual intercourse/experience with someone of the same sex. (ie. have at least one of HomOYou, HomOPart,
HomAnYou (MEN ONLY), HomAnHim (men), HomGen coded 1-6 (ie not all of these can be 'Never' (code 7), though they could all be refused)).

PPNum This question asks now many times the R has been married or lived with someone as a couple. Whatever this number is, from 1 upwards:

43. The total number of heterosexual and homosexual partners they have had in their life cannot be less (ie. the total of HetLife and HomLife must equal or exceed it).

44. They must have had either heterosexual or homosexual intercourse (ie. FirstInt should not be code 96 unless HomLife=1+)

45. They must have had either heterosexual or homosexual experience (ie. FirstExp should not be code 96 unless EverHom='Yes')

PPSex This question asks the gender of any partner the respondent has lived with, as a couple. If any partner at this question is same sex as respondent then:

46. R should have had at least one sexual partner of the same sex. (ie. have HomLife as 1 or more)

47. R should have had sexual intercourse with someone of the same sex. (ie. have GenitHom coded Yes).

PPYStop, PPMStop When stopped co-habiting with one partner.

48. Date at which respondent stopped living with first partner should be before date at which respondent started living with the next partner. (ie. date at PPYStop1 and PPMStop1 should not be later than the date at PPYStrt2 and PPMStrt2. ALSO, date at PPYStop2 and PPMStop2 should not be later than the date at PPYStrt3 and PPMStrt3 etc.) New check
B. Checks that are internal to the self-completion.
Some of the listed checks will be things that are built into the CASI Blaise programme.

**Sex4Wks** - number of occasions had sex in last 4 weeks.

49. If R had not had sex with someone of the same sex in last 4 weeks, then they should not have coded having any particular type of sex in the last 4 weeks (ie. if Sex4Wks = zero, none of LastVag, OralYou, OralPart, AnalSex, should be code 1 or 2).

50. If R had sex on at least one occasion in the last 4 weeks, then they should have coded having done at least one type of sex in the last 4 weeks. (ie. if Sex4Wks = 1+, then have at least one of LastVag, OralYou, OralPart, AnalSex, coded 1 or 2 or refused/NA).

51. If R states that they have never had sex with someone of the opposite sex, then the questions on when last had each type of sex with someone of the opposite sex should be answered never. (ie. if Sex4Wks = never/ code 997, then LastVag, OralYou, OralPart, AnalSex should be skipped or if answered they should all (except GenCont) be coded 7 (never happened).

52. Similarly YrCond should be skipped and NoNoCond should be skipped or zero.

53. Similarly HetLife should be none.

54. Similarly, are unlikely to state that they have tried for six months or longer, with a partner, for a pregnancy (ie if Sex4Wks = never/ code 997, then Infertl = No).

55. Similarly, are unlikely to cite own/partner's pregnancy as a reason for HIV testing (ie if Sex4Wks = never/ code 997, then WhyTest should not include code 1/ 'a pregnancy of your wife/partner/being pregnant').

**No4Wks** - Number of people of the opposite sex have had sex with in the last 4 weeks.

56. The number of partners in the last 4 weeks should not be more than the number of partners the respondent reports having in their life, last 5 years, last year and last 3 months. (ie. No4Wks should not exceed no. entered at any part of Het - Life, 5yrs, 1Yr, 3Mnth).

57. Similarly at recent partner questions - R1, R2, R3 Dates - DateM and DateY for the relevant number of partners should give a most recent occasion that is in same month or at least previous month to the interview (provided that partner is opp sex).
58. The respondent should not claim more new heterosexual partners in the last four weeks, then their total number of heterosexual partners in the last four weeks. (ie. the number at No4Wks should not be less than the number at New4Wks)

**New 4Wks** - Number of new partners in the last four weeks, of the opposite sex with whom not had sex before.

59. If any new partners then at R1FM-FY, and at R2, R3 if more than one new partner, the date of first occasion should be same month as interview or previous month.

60. The number of new partners in the last 4 weeks should not be more than the number of partners the respondent reports having in their life, last 5 years, last year and last 3 months. (ie. New4Wks should not exceed no. entered at any part of Het-Life, 5yrs, 1Yr, 3Mnth)

**Cond4Wks** - whether used a condom on any occasion of having vaginal or anal sex with someone of the opposite sex in the last 4 weeks.

61. If R states that they have not had vaginal or anal sex in the last four weeks, then they should not state that they have had either anal or vaginal sex ‘in the last 7 days’ or ‘between 7 days and four weeks ago’. (ie. if Cond4Wks is code 4, then neither LastVag nor AnalSex should be coded 1 or 2).

**Sex7Days** - number of occasions in the last 7 days had sex with someone of the opposite sex.

62. If respondent states that they have not had sex in last 7 days, then they should also not state ‘last 7 days’ for date of last vaginal, oral or anal sex. (ie. if Sex7Days = zero, then none of LastVag, OralYou, Oral Part, AnalSex should equal code 1.)

63. R should not give a greater number of occasions for last 7 days than for last 4 weeks. (ie. number at Sex7Days should not be greater than number at Sex4Wks).

**YrCond** - whether had vaginal or anal sex in the last year, with someone of the opposite sex, without using a condom.

64. If respondent claims to have used a condom on every occasion of vaginal/anal sex in last year, then they should not have stated that it was not used on all occasions of vaginal/anal sex in last 4 weeks. (ie. if YrCond is code 2, then Cond4Wks should not be code 2 or 3).

65. If respondent states that they have not had vaginal or anal sex with someone of the opposite sex in the last year then they should also state that they have not had vaginal or anal sex in the last 4 weeks. (ie. if YrCond is code 3 then Cond4Wk should be code 4).
66. Like at check 65. If R states that they have not had vaginal or anal sex in the last year, then they should not state that they have had either anal or vaginal sex 'in the last 7 days', 'between 7 days and four weeks ago', 'between 4 weeks and 6 months ago' or 'between 6 months and 1 year ago'. (ie. if YrCond is code 3, then neither LastVag nor AnalSex should be coded 1, 2, 3, or 4).

67. If respondent has had intercourse without a condom in the last year, then they must have had intercourse with at least one partner in the last year without using a condom. (ie. if YrCond is code 1 then NoNoCond should be at least 1).

NoNoCond - number of different people of the opposite sex had vaginal or anal sex with in the last year without using a condom.

68. The number of people of the op sex that the respondent has had sex with without a condom, should be less than or equal to the total number of people of the op sex that the respondent has had sex with in the last year. (ie. number at NoNoCond should be less than or equal to number at HetLyr).

GeniHom - whether have ever had sex with someone of the same sex.

69. If respondent has had sex with someone of the same sex, then they should code having experienced at least one type of sex with someone of the same sex. (ie. if GenitHom = yes, at least one of HomOYou, HomOPart, HomAnYou, HomAnHim, HomGen should be code 1-6, unless whole question is refused/NA.)

70. If R says that they have had sex with someone of the opposite sex, then they should have had at least one partner of the opposite sex. (ie. if GenitHom is yes, then HomLife should not be zero).

Hom4Wks - number of occasions in the last four weeks had sex with someone of the same sex.

71. If R has not had sex with someone of the same sex in last 4 weeks, then they should not have coded having any particular type of sex with someone of the same sex in the last 4 weeks. (ie. if Hom4Wks is zero in last 4 weeks, then none of HomOYou, HomOPart, HomAnYou, HomAnHim, HomGen should be code 1 or 2 or refused/NA.)

72. If R has had sex on at least one occasion in the last 4 weeks with someone of the same sex, then they should have coded having done at least one type of sex in the last 4 weeks. (ie. if Hom4Wks = 1+, then have at least one of, HomOYou, HomOPart, HomAnYou, HomAnHim, HomGen coded 1 or 2 or refused/NA).

HomNo4W - number of people of the same sex had sex with in the last 4 weeks.
73. Number of same sex partners in the last 4 weeks should not be greater than the number of same sex partners in life, last 5 years, last year or last 3 months. (ie. number at HomNo4W should not exceed number entered at any part of Hom-Life, 5yrs, 1Yr, 3Mnth)

74. Similarly at recent partner questions - R1, R2, R3 Dates - DateM and DateY for the relevant number of partners should give a most recent occasion that is in same month or at least previous month to the interview (provided that partner is same sex partner).

75. The respondent should not claim more new same sex partners in the last four weeks, then the total number of same sex partners in the last four weeks. (ie. number at HomNo4W should be equal to or more than number at HomNew4W).

\textbf{HomNew 4W} - number of new same sex partners in the last 4 weeks.

76. If any new partners then at R1FM - FY, and at R2, R3 if more than one new partner, the date of first occasion should be same month as interview or previous month. (provided that R1 etc is same sex partner)

77. The number of new same sex partners in the last 4 weeks should not be more than the number of same sex partners the respondent reports having in their life, last 5 years, last year and last 3 months. (ie. number at HomNew4W should not exceed number entered at any part of Hom-Life, 5yrs, 1Yr, 3Mnth).

\textbf{HomCo4W} - (MEN ONLY) whether a condom was used on any occasions of having anal sex with a man in the last 4 weeks.

78. If respondent states that they have not had anal sex with a man in the last four weeks then they should not state 'in the last 7 days' or 'between 7 days and 4 weeks ago' for last occasion of anal sex. (ie. if HomCo4W is code 4, then neither HomAnYou nor HomAnHim should be coded 1 or 2).

\textbf{Hom7Days} - number of occasions in the last 7 days had sex with same sex partner.

79. If respondent has not had sex with a same sex partner in last 7 days, they should not have coded having any particular type of sex in the last 7 days. (ie. if Hom7Days is zero, then none of HomOYou, HomOPart, HomAnYou, HomAnHim, HomGen should be coded 1).

80. The number of occasions in the last 7 days should not be greater than (but could be equal to) the number of occasions in the last 4 weeks. (ie. number at Hom7Days should not exceed number at Hom4Wks).

\textbf{AnCom} - (MEN ONLY) how often used a condom when having anal sex with a man.
81. If always use a condom when having anal sex with a man in last year, then should not code that there have been occasions of anal sex with a man in last 4 weeks without a condom. (ie. if \textit{AnCom} is code 1, then \textit{HomCo4W} should not be code 2 or 3).

82. If have not used a condom on any occasion of anal sex in the last year, should not have used a condom on any occasion of anal sex in the last 4 weeks. (ie. if \textit{AnCom} is code 4, then \textit{HomCo4W} should be code 3 or 4).

83. If have used condom most times, occasionally or never in anal sex with a man in the last year, then should have had at least one partner with whom had anal sex without a condom in the last year. (ie. if \textit{AnCom} is code 2, 3, or 4 then \textit{NoAnCom} should be at least 1).

\textbf{NoAnCom}— (MEN ONLY) number of men with whom had anal sex without using a condom in the last year.

84. The number of men had anal sex with without using a condom in the last year should be less than or equal to the total number of men had sex with in the last year. (ie. number at \textit{NoAnCom} should smaller than or equal to number at \textit{Hom1yr})

\textbf{HetLife}— number of opposite sex partners in respondents’ life.

The number of partners at \textit{HetLife} (whether exact or estimated) must be more than, or equal to:

85. the number of opposite sex partners in the last 5 years (\textit{Het5Yrs}).

86. the number of opposite sex partners in the last year (\textit{Het1Yr}).

87. the number of opposite sex partners in the last 3 months (\textit{Het3Mnth}).

88. the number of new opposite sex partners in the last year (\textit{NoNewPt}).

89. the number of women paid for sex (\textit{NoPaid} (MEN ONLY)).

\textbf{Het5Yrs}— the number of opposite sex partners in the last 5 years.

The number of partners at \textit{Het5Yrs} must be more than, or equal to:

90. the number of opposite sex partners in the last year (\textit{Het1Yr}).

91. the number of opposite sex partners in the last 3 months (\textit{Het3Mnth}).
92. the number of new opposite sex partners in the last year (NoNewPt).

93. the number of opposite sex recent partners answered about at recent partner questions (R1 to R3)

Het1Yr - the number of opposite sex partners in the last year.

The number of partners at Het1Yr must be more than, or equal to:

94. the number of opposite sex partners in the last 3 months (Het3Mnth).

95. the number of new opposite sex partners in the last year (NoNewPt).

HomLife - number of same sex partners in respondents’ life.

The number of partners at HomLife (whether exact or estimated) must be more than, or equal to:

96. the number of same sex partners in the last 5 years (Hom5Yrs)

97. the number of same sex partners in the last year (Hom1Yr)

98. the number of same sex partners in the last 3 months (Hom3Mnth)

99. the number of new same sex partners in the last year (HNoNewPt)

100. the number of men paid for sex (HomPdNo (MEN ONLY))

Hom5Yrs- number of same sex partners in last 5 years.

The number of partners at Hom5Yrs must be more than or equal to:

101. the number of same sex partners in the last year (Hom1Yr)

102. the number of same sex partners in the last 3 months (Hom3Mnth)

103. the number of new same sex partners in the last year (HNoNewPt)

104. The number of same sex recent partners answered about at R1 to R3.

Hom1Yr- number of same sex partners in the last year.
The number of partners at Hom1Yr must be more than, or equal to:

105. the number of same sex partners in the last 3 months (Hom3Mnth)

106. the number of new same sex partners in the last year (HNoNewPt).

NoSexTvl – number of people had sex with, for the first time, while in any country outside the UK, in the last 5 years.

The number of partners at NoSexTvl should be smaller than or equal to:

107. the total of all same sex partners ever and all opposite sex partners ever. (ie. the total of Hetlife + HomLife (including if one of these questions is zero or blank or estimated)).

108. The total of all same sex partners in the last 5 years and all opposite sex partners in the last 5 years. (ie. the total of Het5Yrs and Hom5Yrs (including if one of these questions is zero or blank)).

NoSexAb – number of new partners first had sex with in the UK, but who normally live abroad.

The number of partners at NoSexAb should be smaller than or equal to:

109. the total of all same sex partners ever and all opposite sex partners ever. (ie. the total of Hetlife + HomLife (including if one of these questions is zero or blank or estimated)).

110. the total of all same sex partners in the last 5 years and all opposite sex partners in last 5 years. (ie. the total of Het5Yrs and Hom5Yrs (including if one of these questions is zero or blank)).

111. the total of NoSexTvl and NoSexAb should be smaller than or equal to the number at Het5Yrs plus Hom5Yrs.

R1DateM, R1DateY – when the most recent occasion had sex with most recent partner was.

112. The date of last sex with most recent partner should be within the same or previous month to month of interview, if respondent had sex (with someone of the same sex or someone of the opposite sex) in the past 4 weeks. (ie. if Sex4Wks = 1+, or Hom4Wks = 1+, then date at R1DateM, R1DateY should be same as or previous to month of interview.)
113. The date of last sex with most recent partner should be a more recent date or the same date as that of first sex with most recent partner. (ie. date at R1DateY, R1DateM should be the same as or earlier than the date at R1FM,R1FY)

114. The date of last sex with most recent partner should be a more recent date or the same date as that of most recent sex with second most recent partner. (ie. date at R1DateY, R1DateM should be same as or earlier than date at R2DateM,R2DateY)

**R1Relate** - whether respondent is married to, living as a couple with, regular partners with or not regular partners with their most recent partner.

Checks on this one could be very complicated and extensive, because the link between recency of last occasion, relationship at that time and current marital status could lead to endless ramifications.

115. If respondent states that they are/were married to their most recent partner, and their most recent partner was in the last 6 months, then they should describe their current living situation as married and living with spouse.

116. If respondent states that they are/were living with as a couple but not married to their most recent partner, and their most recent partner was in the last 6 months, then they should describe their current living situation as living with partner as a couple.

(ie. if R1Relate is code 1, MarStat should be ‘married’(code 1); if R1Relate is code 2, MarStat should be ‘co-habiting’(code 2 or 3). If the record fails this edit, go one further: if R1DateM, R1DateY is within last 6 months, then assume the data is inconsistent; if it was longer than 6 months ago, their marital status could have changed since, so we could accept it as OK.)

The only way of really resolving any problems would be to look at the record in detail and in the end the only thing we are likely to be able to do is say the information appears to be OK, or it appears to be not OK.

**R2DateM,R2DateY** - date of most recent occasion had sex with second most recent partner.

117. The date of last sex with second most recent partner should be within the same or previous month to month of interview, if respondent had sex with 2 or more partners (of the same sex and/or opposite sex) in the past 4 weeks. (ie. R2DateM,R2DateY should be same or previous to month of interview if No4Wks is 2+, or HomNo4W is 2+, or No4Wks is 1+ AND HomNo4W is 1+).

118. The date of last sex with second most recent partner should be a more recent date or the same date as that of first sex with second most recent partner. (ie. date at R2DateY, R2DateM should be the same as or earlier than the date at R2FM,R2FY)
119. The date of last sex with second most recent partner should be a more recent date or the same date as that of most recent sex with third most recent partner. (ie. date at \(R2DateY, R2DateM\) should be same as or earlier than date at \(R3DateM,R3DateY\))

\(R2FM,R2FY\) - date of first occasion of sex with second most recent partner.

120. Related to new CASI check exploring whether respondents are recording occasions and not partners. If same date is given for first sex with most recent and with second most recent partners, then compare age, sex, relationship, (where met, where lived and where known, if asked) to try to establish whether the same person is being described. (ie. if \(R2FM,R2FY\) is the same as \(R1FM,R1FY\), then \(R2PtAge, R2Sex, R2Relat, (R2Meet, R2Live, and R2Known,)\) should not be the same as \(R1PtAge, R1Sex, R1Relat, (R1Meet, R1Live, and R1Known,)\).)

\(R2Relate\) - whether respondent is married to, living as a couple with, regular partners with or not regular partners with their second most recent partner.

121. If respondent states that they are/were married to their second most recent partner, and their second most recent partner was in the last 6 months, then they should describe their current living situation as married and living with spouse.

122. If respondent states that they are/were living with as a couple but not married to their second most recent partner, and their second most recent partner was in the last 6 months, then they should describe their current living situation as living with partner as a couple.

(ie. if \(R2Relate\) is code 1, \(MarStat\) should be 'married'(code 1); if \(R2Relate\) is code 2, \(MarStat\) should be 'co-habiting'(code 2 or 3). If the record fails this edit, go one further: if \(R2DateM, R2DateY\) is within last 6 months, then assume the data is inconsistent; if it was longer than 6 months ago, their marital status could have changed since, so we could accept it as OK.)

\(R3DateM,R3DateY\) - date of most recent occasion of sex with third most recent partner.

123. The date of last sex with third most recent partner should be within the same or previous month to month of interview, if respondent had sex with 3 or more partners (of the same sex and/or opposite sex) in the past 4 weeks. (ie. \(R3DateM,R3DateY\) should be same or previous to month of interview if \(No4Wks\) is 3+, or \(HomNo4W\) is 3+, or total of \(No4Wks\) AND \(HomNo4W\) is 3+).

\(R3FM,R3FY\)

124. - date of first occasion of sex with third most recent partner.
Related to new CASI check exploring whether respondents are recording occasions and not partners. If same date is given for first sex with most recent and with second most recent partners, then compare age, sex, relationship, (where met, where lived and where known, if asked) to try to establish whether the same person is being described. (ie. if R3FM,R3FY is the same as R1FM,R1FY or R2FM,R2FY, then R1-2PtAge, R1-2Sex, R1-2Relat, (R1-2Meet, R1-2Live, and R1-2Known,) should not all be the same as R3PtAge, R3Sex, R3Relat, (R3Meet, R3Live, and R3Known,)).

R3Relate
125. If respondent states that they are/were married to their third most recent partner, and their third most recent partner was in the last 6 months, then they should describe their current living situation as married and living with spouse. (again, possible R most recently had sex with someone from whom they are separated or divorced).

126. If respondent states that they are/were living with as a couple but not married to their third most recent partner, and their third most recent partner was in the last 6 months, then they should describe their current living situation as living with partner as a couple.

LastPay
127. Date of last paying for sex with a woman should not be more recent than date of last intercourse with a woman. (MEN ONLY) (ie if LastPay is code 1 – in the last 7 days, then at least one of LastVag, OralYou, OralPrt and AnalSex should be code 1 – in the last 7 days. If LastPay is code 2, then at least one of LastVag, OralYou, OralPrt and AnalSex should be code 2. If LastPay is code 3, then at least one of LastVag, OralYou, OralPrt and AnalSex should be code 3.

HomPay
128. Date of last paying for sex with a man should not be more recent than date of last intercourse with a man. (MEN ONLY) (ie if HomPay is code 1 – in the last 7 days, then at least one of HomOYou, HomOPar, HomAYou, HomAHim should be code 1 – in the last 7 days. If HomPay is code 2, then at least one of HomOYou, HomOPar, HomAYou, HomAHim should be code 2. If HomPay is code 3, then at least one of HomOYou, HomOPar, HomAYou, HomAHim should be code 3.

Miscarr
129. If R has ever had a pregnancy that ended in miscarriage or still birth, then she must also have had sex with someone of the opposite sex. (WOMEN ONLY) (ie. If Miscarr is Yes – code 1, then HetLife should be anything other than 0). New check

Abort
130. If R has ever had a termination of pregnancy, then she must also have had sex with someone of the opposite sex. (WOMEN ONLY) (ie. If Abort is Yes – code 1, then HetLife should be anything other than 0).

DiagWher
131. If R was last treated for a STD at a sexually transmitted disease clinic, then they should have attended a sexually transmitted disease clinic. (ie. if DiagWher is ‘NHS VD/STD/Sexual health clinic’ – code 2, then STDClin should be Yes – code 1’).

WherTest
132. If R was most recently tested for HIV at a sexually transmitted disease clinic then they should have attended a sexually transmitted disease clinic. (ie. if WherTest is ‘NHS VD/STD/Sexual health clinic’ – code 2, then STDClin should be Yes – code 1’).

Contact
133. If R has ‘contacted’ an STD clinic regarding sexual problems, then they should have ‘attended’ a sexually transmitted disease clinic. (? Though ‘contact’ and ‘attend’ does not necessarily mean the same thing) (ie. if WherTest is ‘NHS VD/STD/Sexual health clinic’ – code 2, then STDClin should be Yes – code 1’).

134. (DELETED CHECK)

135. (DELETED CHECK)

LastVag
136. (134?) If respondent has had vaginal sex in the last year, then they should report at least one heterosexual partner in the last year. (ie. If LastVag is code 1, 2, 3 or 4, then Het1Yr should be greater than 0).

OralYou
137. If respondent has given oral sex to an opposite sex partner in the last year, then they should report at least one heterosexual partner in the last year. (ie. If OralYou is code 1, 2, 3 or 4, then Het1Yr should be greater than 0).

OralPart
138. If respondent has received oral sex from an opposite sex partner in the last year, then they should report at least one heterosexual partner in the last year. (ie. If OralPart is code 1, 2, 3 or 4, then Het1Yr should be greater than 0).
AnalYou
139. If respondent has had anal sex with someone of the opposite sex in the last year, then they should report at least one heterosexual partner in the last year. (ie. If AnalSex is code 1, 2, 3 or 4, then Het1Yr should be greater than 0)
NEW CONSISTENCY CHECK EDIT CODES

Sex4wks
996: not had vaginal sex, but other practices in the last 4 weeks
997: never had sex with someone of the opposite sex (not a new edit code)

No4wks
995: at least 1
996: at least 2
997: at least 3

Sex7day
95: not had vaginal sex in last 7 days, but have had other practices.

Yrcond
3: ‘was code 2 but other data suggests code 1’

Homno4w
995: at least 1
996: at least 2
997: at least 3

Homco4w
5: ‘was code 4 but other data suggests code 3.’

hetlife
9995: ‘at least one’
9996: ‘at least two’
9997: ‘at least three’

Het5yrs
9995: ‘at least one’
9996: ‘at least two’
9997: ‘at least three’

Het1lyr
995: ‘at least one’
996: ‘at least two’
997: ‘at least three’

Het3mnt
995: ‘at least one’
996: ‘at least two’
997: ‘at least three’
Homlife
9995: 'at least one'
9996: 'at least two'
9997: 'at least three'

Hom5yrs
9995: 'at least one'
9996: 'at least two'
9997: 'at least three'

Hom1yr
995: 'at least one'
996: 'at least two'
997: 'at least three'

Hom3mnt
995: 'at least one'
996: 'at least two'
997: 'at least three'